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C0 APPROXIMATIONS OF FOLIATIONS
WILLIAM H. KAZEZ AND RACHEL ROBERTS
Abstract. Suppose that F is a transversely oriented, codimen-
sion one foliation of a connected, closed, oriented 3-manifold. Sup-
pose also that F has continuous tangent plane field and is taut;
that is, closed smooth transversals to F pass through every point
of M . We show that if F is not the product foliation S1 × S2,
then F can be C0 approximated by weakly symplectically fill-
able, universally tight, contact structures. This extends work of
Eliashberg-Thurston on approximations of taut, transversely ori-
ented C2 foliations to the class of foliations that often arise in
branched surface constructions of foliations. This allows applica-
tions of contact topology and Floer theory beyond the category of
C2 foliated spaces.
1. Introduction
In [8], Eliashberg and Thurston introduce the notion of confoliation
and prove that when k ≥ 2, a transversely oriented Ck foliation F of a
closed, oriented 3-manifold not equal to S1×S2 can be C0 approximated
by a pair of C∞ contact structures, one positive and one negative. They
also prove that when F is also taut, any contact structure sufficiently
close to the tangent plane field of F is weakly symplectically fillable
and universally tight.
The focus of this paper is Ck,0 foliations (see the next section for
definitions). These foliations are less smooth than those studied by
Eliashberg and Thurston. In the context of applications of Ck,0 fo-
liations, the natural definition of taut is a foliation for which closed
smooth transversals pass through every point of the manifold.
Definition 1.1. A foliation F of M is taut if for each p ∈M , there is
a simple closed curve everywhere transverse to F and passing through
p.
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2 KAZEZ AND ROBERTS
Given sufficient smoothness, this is equivalent to the usual definition
which stipulates the existence of transversals through every leaf of the
foliation [28]. In addition when dealing with Ck,0 foliations, it is im-
portant to specify whether smooth or topological transversals are being
used [28]. We use the terms transverse, transversal, and transversely
in the smooth sense; that is, they refer to smooth objects intersecting
so that the associated tangent spaces intersect minimally. In contrast,
a curve is topologically transverse to F if no nondegenerate subarc is
isotopic, relative to its endpoints, into a leaf of F .
In this paper, we complete the project started in [26] and prove that
the requirement that F be C2 can be weakened to the condition that
F be C1,0; equivalently, that the tangent plane field of F be defined
and continuous. Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Any taut, transversely oriented C1,0 foliation on a
closed, connected, oriented 3-manifold M 6= S1 × S2 can be C0 ap-
proximated by both a positive and a negative smooth contact structure,
ξ+ and ξ−. These contact structures (M, ξ+) and (−M, ξ−) are weakly
symplectically fillable and universally tight.
In addition, we take the proof of this theorem as an opportunity to
revisit classical foliation results in the topological setting, and attempt
to state as clearly as possibly what is true in the TOP category. Proofs
are given when we could not find them in the literature.
Tautness of a C1,0 foliation F guarantees the existence of a trans-
verse, smooth, volume preserving flow (Theorem 6.1 of [28]). The ex-
istence of a volume preserving flow transverse to F is used in Proposi-
tion 3.2.2 of [8] to conclude weak symplectic fillability of the approxi-
mating contact structure. Tightness then follows from Theorem 3.2.4,
and universal tightness by Proposition 3.5.5, of [8]. Theorem 1.2 there-
fore implies the following.
Corollary 1.3. Let F be a transversely oriented C1,0 foliation on a
closed, connected, oriented 3-manifold M 6= S1 × S2. If Φ is a smooth
volume preserving flow transverse to F , then any positive contact struc-
ture transverse to Φ is weakly symplectically fillable and universally
tight.
Jonathan Bowden [1] has also independently proved Theorem 1.2,
and hence any accompanying corollaries, when F is C∞,0 and not a
foliation of T 3 by planes. His approach is similar to ours but uses
different propagation techniques. Bowden also makes the interesting
observation that the condition that the foliation be taut is necessary
only to conclude that there is a volume preserving transverse flow,
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and hence that the approximating contact structures are weakly sym-
plectically fillable and universally tight. There always exists a smooth
transverse flow, and this is all that is necessary to find the approximat-
ing contact structures. This is true of our proof also. In summary, we
have:
Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 1.2, [1]). Let M be a closed, connected, ori-
ented 3-manifold, and let F be a transversely oriented C1,0 foliation on
M . Then F can be C0 approximated by a positive (respectively, nega-
tive) contact structure if and only if F is not a foliation of S1 × S2 by
spheres.
In this paper M will denote a connected, closed, oriented 3-manifold,
and F will be a transversely oriented (not necessarily taut) foliation in
M .
There are two useful notions that we use in describing approxima-
tions of a given foliation F by either another foliation, a contact struc-
ture, or indeed any 2-plane field ξ on M . The first is C0 approximation.
This can be defined using the standard topology, or a compatible met-
ric, on the Grassmannian bundle of continuous tangent 2-planes over
M . Pick a compatible metric. If for all  > 0 there exists a 2-plane
field ξ on M of a particular type (e.g., corresponding to a foliation in
Theorem 1.5, or a contact structure in Corollary 1.2) that is within 
of TF , then we say F is C0 close to a 2-plane bundle of the type of ξ.
The starting point for the second notion of approximation is a foli-
ation F together with a transverse flow Φ. A tangent 2-plane distri-
bution ξ on M is Φ-close to F if it is also transverse to Φ. Since the
notion of Φ-closeness is purely topological, it is very well suited to the
study of continuous plane fields. When F is taut, there exists a volume
preserving flow Φ transverse to F , and this notion of Φ approximation
is particularly useful, and is the focus of [26], because it is sufficient
that a contact structure ξ be Φ-close to F in order to conclude that it
is weakly symplectically fillable and universally tight. Clearly Φ-close
is implied by C0 close, and it is the latter notion that is the focus of
this paper.
The construction in [8] of a contact structure approximating a fo-
liation consists of two steps. First, a contact structure is constructed
in neighborhoods of curves in leaves of the foliation about which there
is contracting holonomy. Next the foliation is used to propagate the
contact structure to the remainder of the manifold.
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To carry out this strategy for C1,0 foliations, extra care is required.
The preferred neighborhoods of curves must be chosen to be particu-
larly thin, and it may be that a foliation has no such thin neighbor-
hoods. In such a case, a new foliation that C0 approximates the first
and has thin, contracting holonomy is constructed. This is done by the
method of generalized Denjoy blow up and is described in Section 5.
The key issue in attempting to propagate a contact structure defined
only on a subset V of the manifold to the entire manifold is the pos-
sibility that not every point outside of V is connected to V by a leaf
of the foliation. The main ideas in finding such a set V are discussed
in Section 4. Since we are changing the foliation and studying a pos-
sibly changing minimal set, arguments have to be made that this is a
finite procedure, and that the desired V is just a finite union of thin
contracting neighborhoods.
The culmination of this strategy is Theorem 6.2, which can be roughly
stated as
Theorem 1.5. A transversely oriented C1,0 foliation F not equal to
S1×S2 is C0 close to a C∞,0 foliation F ′ for which there exists a subset
V of M with the following properties. First, V is a disjoint union of
finitely many thin solid tori each of which is a standard neighborhood
of a closed curve in a leaf for which the holonomy has a contracting
interval. Second, M is V -transitive with respect to F ′.
Much of the focus of the paper is on creating and approximating
nontrivial holonomy in foliations. Section 8 covers the case in which
no nontrivial holonomy exists, including the case that all leaves of
the foliation are planes. Throughout the paper, plane is used in the
topological sense; that is, a plane is a surface homeomorphic to R2.
We use I to mean nondegenerate closed interval in places, and to mean
I = [0, 1] in other places, and the meaning should be clear from context.
In Section 9 we briefly recall the techniques introduced in [26] to
propagate a contact structure along a C∞,0 foliation and thereby con-
clude our main result, Theorem 1.2, from Theorem 1.5.
In [3], Calegari proves the theorem, proposed in [18] as folklore in
need of proof, that any C0 foliation can be isotoped to a C∞,0 foliation.
This leads to an existence, as opposed to an approximation, result.
That is, the existence of a taut, oriented C0 foliation is sufficient to
guarantee the existence of a pair of contact structures, one positive
and one negative.
Corollary 1.6. Suppose M is a closed oriented 3-manifold that con-
tains a taut oriented C0 foliation F not equal to S1 × S2. Then M
contains a pair of contact structures ξ+ and ξ−, one positive and one
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negative, that may be chosen arbitrarily C0 close to each other. These
contact structures (M, ξ+) and (−M, ξ−) are weakly symplectically fil-
lable and universally tight.
In [36], Ozsvath-Szabo use the Eliashberg-Thurston existence theo-
rem to show that L-spaces do not admit transversely orientable, taut,
C2 foliations. Since many constructions of foliations, [5, 7, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 25, 26, 30, 32, 33, 41, 42, 43], are not C2, it is useful to
be able to remove the smoothness assumption from their theorem.
A C0 foliation is topologically taut if there is a topological transversal
through every leaf of the foliation. By Corollary 5.6 of [28], a topolog-
ically taut C0 foliation is isotopic to a taut C∞,0 foliation, and hence
the differences between the versions of tautness are unimportant when
working with foliations up to topological conjugacy.
Corollary 1.7. An L-space does not admit a transversely orientable,
topologically taut, C0 foliation.
One of the motivations for our work is the uniqueness theorem proved
by Vogel [51]. He shows that with mild assumptions on the leaves of
a C2 foliation, that are necessarily satisfied in an atoroidal, irreducible
manifold, sufficiently close approximating contact structures must be
isotopic to each other. Although our work does not address the unique-
ness question for approximations of C1,0 foliations, one of our main
tools, flow box decompositions, seems well suited for comparing a pair
of close contact structures.
This suggests questions related to uniqueness that can be asked in
an atoroidal, irreducible manifold.
(1) If ξ1 and ξ2 are sufficiently close to a taut, transversely oriented
C1,0 foliation F , are they isotopic?
(2) Can the contact invariant of an approximating contact struc-
ture be computed, and shown not to vanish, directly from the
foliation?
(3) If ξ1 and ξ2 are sufficiently close to a taut, transversely oriented
C1,0 foliation F , are the contact invariants determined by ξ1
and ξ2 necessarily equal?
We thank Vincent Colin, Larry Conlon and John Etnyre for many
helpful conversations. We also thank Jonathan Bowden for helpful
feedback on a preliminary version of this paper.
2. Background
We begin by defining foliations in 3-manifolds with empty boundary.
Near the end of this section, we extend these definitions to 3-manifolds
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with nonempty boundary that are smooth or smooth with corners;
namely, manifolds locally modeled by open sets in [0,∞)3.
Definition 2.1. Let M be a smooth 3-manifold with empty boundary.
Let k and l be non-negative integers or infinity with l ≤ k. Both
Ck and Ck,l codimension one foliations F are decompositions of M
into a disjoint union of Ck immersed connected surfaces, called the
leaves of F , together with a collection of charts Ui covering M , with
φi : R2 × R → Ui a homeomorphism, such that the preimage of each
component of a leaf intersected with Ui is a horizontal plane.
The foliation F is Ck if the charts (Ui, φi) can be chosen so that each
φi is a C
k diffeomorphism.
The foliation F is Ck,l if for all i and j,
(1) the derivatives ∂ ax ∂
b
y∂
c
z , taken in any order, on the domain of
each φi and each transition function φ
−1
j φi are continuous for
all a+ b ≤ k, and c ≤ l, and
(2) if l ≥ 1, φi is a C1 diffeomorphism.
Remark 2.2. The smoothness conditions on both the charts and the
transition functions are to ensure that the smooth structure on the
leaves is compatible with the smooth structure on M .
In particular, TF exists and is continuous if and only if F is C1,0.
Also notice that Ck,l foliations are C l, but not conversely.
Two Ck,0 foliations F and G of M are called Ck,0 equivalent if there
is a self-homeomorphism of M that maps the leaves of F to the leaves
G, and is Ck when restricted to any leaf of F .
Remark 2.3. Definition 2.1 is an amalgamation of two definitions due
to Candel and Conlon (1.2.22, 1.2.24) in [4]. In one of their definitions,
they allow for the possibility that the ambient manifold is not given a
differentiable structure or that it may have a differentiable structure
that does not contain TF as a subbundle. Since a topological 3-manifold
admits a unique smoothness structure [34], we forego this generality and
require leaves of F to be Ck immersed in M .
Given a codimension one foliation F , it is useful to fix a flow Φ trans-
verse to F . Even when the leaves of the foliation are only topologically
immersed, Siebenmann shows (Theorem 6.26, [46]; see also Chapter IV
of [23]) that there is a 1-dimensional transverse foliation. For foliations
with smoother leaves it is much easier to construct a transverse flow.
We next recall some basic facts about flows.
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Definition 2.4 (See, for example, Section 17 of [29].). A global flow
on M is an action of R on M ; that is, a continuous map
φ : M × R→M
such that
(1) φ(φ(p, s), t) = φ(p, t+ s) and
(2) φ(p, 0) = p.
For each p ∈M , there is a curve φp : R→M given by φp(t) = φ(p, t).
Proposition 2.5 (Proposition 17.3 of [29]). Let φ : M × R → M
be a smooth global flow. The vector field V : M → TM given by
V (p) = φ′p(0) is smooth, and each curve φp is an integral curve of
V . 
We call V the vector field determined by the flow φ. Let Φ denote
the 1-dimensional smooth foliation with leaves the integral curves φp of
V . Conversely, since M is compact, any smooth vector field determines
a smooth flow.
Theorem 2.6 (Theorem 17.8 and 17.11 of [29]). Given a smooth vector
field V on M , there is a unique global flow φ : M × R→ M such that
V is the vector field determined by φ. 
So any choice of nowhere zero tangent vector field to a smooth 1-
dimensional foliation determines a smooth global flow on M .
If there is a continuously varying vector field transverse to the leaves
of a foliation F , then F is transversely orientable.
Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 6.26, [46], Theorems 1.1.2 and 1.3.2, [23]).
Let F be a codimension one, transversely oriented C0 foliation. There
is a continuous flow Φ transverse to F .
When M is C1,0, this flow can be chosen to be smooth. In fact,
there is a smooth nowhere zero vector field V : M → TM everywhere
positively transverse to F , and if M is given a Riemannian metric, then
V can be chosen to lie arbitrarily C0 close to the continuous vector field
of vectors perpendicular to TF .
Proof. We are primarily interested in the case that F is C1,0. Since in
this case the proof is both immediate and enlightening, we reproduce it
here. Fix a Riemannian metric on M . Since F is transversely oriented,
each tangent plane TpF has a preferred orientation. For each p ∈ M ,
let V⊥(p) denote the positive unit normal to the tangent plane TpF .
Approximate V⊥(p) by a smooth vector field V . If the approximation
is taken close enough it will be non-zero and transverse to TF . 
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When a foliation F and a transverse flow Φ are understood, a sub-
manifold of positive codimension in M is called horizontal if each com-
ponent is a submanifold of a leaf of F and vertical if it can be expressed
as a union of subsegments of the flow Φ. A codimension-0 submanifold
X of M is called (F ,Φ)-compatible if its boundary is piecewise hori-
zontal and vertical, and hence F and Φ restrict naturally to foliation
and flow on X. If X is (F ,Φ)-compatible, let ∂vX denote its vertical
boundary and let ∂hV denote its horizontal boundary.
Definition 2.8. [26] Let F be either a Ck or Ck,l foliation, and let Φ
be a transverse flow. A flow box, F , is an (F ,Φ) compatible closed
chart, possibly with corners. That is, it is a submanifold diffeomorphic
to D × I, where D is either a closed Ck disk or polygon (a closed disk
with at least three corners), Φ intersects F in the arcs {(x, y)}×I, and
each component of D×∂I is embedded in a leaf of F . The components
of F ∩ F give a family of graphs over D.
In the case that D is a polygon, it is often useful to view the disk
D as a 2-cell with ∂D the cell complex obtained by letting the vertices
correspond exactly to the corners of D. Similarly, it is useful to view
the flow box F as a 3-cell possessing the product cell complex structure
of D× I. Then ∂hF is a union of two (horizontal) 2-cells and ∂vF is a
union of c (vertical) 2-cells, where c is the number of corners of D. In
the case that D has no corners, we abuse language slightly and consider
∂hF to be a union of two (horizontal) 2-cells and ∂vF to be a single
vertical face, where the face is the entire vertical annulus ∂D × I.
Suppose V is either empty or else a compact, (F ,Φ) compatible,
codimension-0 submanifold of M . A flow box decomposition of M rel
V , or simply flow box decomposition of M , if V = ∅, is a decomposition
of M \ intV as a finite union M = V ∪ (∪iFi) where
(1) each Fi is a flow box,
(2) the interiors of Fi and Fj are disjoint if i 6= j, and
(3) if i 6= j and Fi ∩ Fj is nonempty, it must be homeomorphic to
a point, an interval, or a disk that is wholly contained either in
∂hFi ∩ ∂hFj or in a single face in each of ∂vFi and ∂vFj.
In [27], we develop a theory of flow box decompositions and show
that they are particularly well suited to the study of codimension one
foliations. Their role is similar to that played by triangulations and
branched surfaces, but they are perhaps better suited to the consider-
ation of differentiability properties.
Lemma 2.9. [26] Let F be a C0 foliation and Φ a C0 transverse flow.
There is a flow box decomposition for (M,F ,Φ). When F is Ck,0,
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k ≥ 1, and Φ is smooth, this flow box decomposition can be chosen to
be Ck. 
Two 2-plane bundles, for instance two contact structures, are said
to be C0 close, if at each point, the associated 2-planes are close in the
associated Grassmann bundle of 2-planes. Two C1,0 foliations, F and
G, are C0 close if the associated two plane bundles TF and TG are C0
close. A two plane bundle, for instance a contact structure, is C0 close
to a C1,0 foliation F if it is C0 close to TF . A diffeomorphism C1 close
to the identity map will preserve C0 proximity of foliations and contact
structures.
As the next theorem and its corollary show, there is often no loss of
generality in restricting attention to foliations with smooth leaves.
Theorem 2.10. [3, 27] Suppose F is a C1,0 foliation in M . Then there
is an isotopy of M taking F to a C∞,0 foliation G which is C0 close to
F . If Φ is a smooth flow transverse to F , the isotopy may be taken to
map each flow line of Φ to itself.
Corollary 2.11. If every C∞,0 taut transversely oriented foliation can
be C0 approximated by positive and negative contact structures, then
the same is true for every C1,0 taut transversely oriented foliation. 
3. Holonomy neighborhoods
Let γ be an oriented simple closed curve in a leaf L of F , and let p be
a point in γ. We are interested in the behavior of F in a neighborhood
of γ. Let hγ be a holonomy map for F along γ, and let σ and τ be
small closed segments of the flow Φ which contain p in their interiors
and satisfy hγ(τ) = σ. Choose τ small enough so that σ ∪ τ is a
closed segment and not a loop. Notice that σ∩ τ is necessarily a closed
segment containing p in its interior. There are three possibilities:
(1) σ = τ ,
(2) one of σ and τ is properly contained in the other, or
(3) σ ∩ τ is properly contained in each of σ and τ .
We will need to consider very carefully a regular neighborhood of γ
which lies nicely with respect to both F and Φ. To this end, restrict
attention to foliations F which are C∞,0 and transverse flows Φ which
are smooth, and suppose that γ is smoothly embedded in L. Let A
be the closure of a smooth regular neighborhood of γ in L; so A is a
smoothly embedded annulus in L.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose F is C∞,0 and Φ is smooth. If τ and A are
chosen to be small enough, there is a compact submanifold V of M ,
smoothly embedded with corners, which satisfies the following:
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(1) V is homeomorphic to a solid torus,
(2) ∂V is piecewise vertical and horizontal; namely, ∂V decomposes
as a union of subsurfaces ∂vV ∪ ∂hV , where ∂vV is a union of
flow segments of Φ and ∂hV is a union of two surfaces L− and
L+, each of which is either a disk or an annulus, contained in
leaves of F ,
(3) each flow segment of Φ ∩ V runs from L− to L+,
(4) τ is a component of the flow segments of Φ ∩ V , and
(5) A is a leaf of the foliation F ∩ V .
Proof. Cover a small open neighborhood of γ by finitely many smooth
flow boxes. By passing to a smaller τ and A as necessary, we may
suppose that A is covered by two flow boxes with union, V , satisfying
the properties (1)-(5). 
Notation 3.2. Denote the neighborhood V of Lemma 3.1 by Vγ(τ, A).
Notice that if τ = σ, then Vγ(τ, A) is diffeomorphic to A×I, where I
is a nondegenerate closed interval. Otherwise, there is a unique smooth
vertical rectangle, R say, so that the result of cutting Vγ(τ, A) open
along R, and taking the metric closure, is diffeomorphic to a solid
cube.
Notation 3.3. Let Rγ(τ, A) denote any smooth vertical rectangle em-
bedded in Vγ(τ, A) such that the result of cutting Vγ(τ, A) open along R,
and taking the metric closure, is diffeomorphic to a solid cube. When
Vγ(τ, A) is not diffeomorphic to a product, Rγ(τ, A) is uniquely deter-
mined. Let Qγ(τ, A) denote the resulting solid cube; so
Vγ(τ, A)|Rγ(τ, A) = Qγ(τ, A).
Note that if γ is essential, then Qγ(τ, A) can be viewed as a (F˜ , Φ˜)
flow box, where (F˜ , Φ˜) is the lift of (F ,Φ) to the universal cover of M .
Definition 3.4. The neighborhood Vγ(τ, A) is called the holonomy
neighborhood determined by (τ, A), and is called an attracting neigh-
borhood if hγ(τ) is contained in the interior of σ.
Notice that at most one of Vγ(τ) and V−γ(τ) can be attracting. More
generally, consider the fixed point set of hγ, Fix(hγ) ⊂ τ . Fix(hγ) is
closed and cuts τ into open intervals on which hγ is either strictly
increasing or strictly decreasing. Identify (τ, p) with (I, 0) for some
closed interval I containing 0 in its interior. If for some s, t > 0,
hγ is decreasing on (0, t) and increasing on (−s, 0), then there is a
choice of τ ′ ⊂ τ determining an attracting neighborhood Vγ(τ ′, A).
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Symmetrically, if hγ is increasing on (0, t) and decreasing on (−s, 0),
then there is a choice of τ ′ ⊂ τ determining an attracting neighborhood
V−γ(τ ′, A).
Definition 3.5. Let F be a C∞,0 foliation. A set of holonomy neigh-
borhoods Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγn(τn, An) for F is spanning if each leaf of F
has nonempty intersection with the interior at least one Vγi(τi, Ai).
Definition 3.6. Let V be the union of pairwise disjoint holonomy
neighborhoods Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγn(τn, An) for F . A C∞,0 foliation G in
M is called V -compatible with F , (or simply V -compatible if F is clear
from context) if each Vγi(τi, Ai) is a holonomy neighborhood for G, with
V spanning for G if it is spanning for F .
Fix a set of pairwise disjoint holonomy neighborhoods Vγ1(τ1, A1), ...,
Vγn(τn, An) for F , and let V denote their union. LetRi = Rγi(τi, Ai), 1 ≤
i ≤ n, and let R denote the union of the Ri. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, fix
a smooth open neighborhood NRi of Ri in Vi. Choose each NRi small
enough so that its closure, NRi , is a closed regular neighborhood of Ri.
Let NR denote the union of the NRi .
Now, given V , R and NR, we further constrain the set of foliations F
(that we need to approximate by smooth contact structures) to C∞,0
foliations which are smooth on NR. The following lemma establishes
that we can do this with no loss of generality.
Lemma 3.7. [27] Let F be a C∞,0 foliation and let Φ be a smooth
flow transverse to F . Let V denote the union of a set of pairwise
disjoint holonomy neighborhoods for F and fix NR as above. There is
an isotopy of M taking F to a C∞,0 foliation which is both C0 close to
F and smooth on NR. This isotopy may be taken to preserve both V
and the flow lines of Φ setwise.
Next we describe a preferred product parametrization on a closed
set containing V . In this paper, we express S1 as the quotient S1 =
[−1, 1]/ ∼, where ∼ is the equivalence relation on [−1, 1] which identi-
fies −1 and 1.
Lemma 3.8. Let F be a C∞,0 foliation and let Φ be a smooth flow
transverse to F . Let V denote the union of pairwise disjoint holonomy
neighborhoods Vi = Vγi(τi, Ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for F , and fix NR as above.
Suppose F is smooth on NR. Then for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a
pairwise disjoint collection of closed solid tori Pi such that Pi contains
Vi and there is a diffeomorphism Pi → [−1, 1] × S1 × [−1, 1] which
satisfies the following:
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(1) the flow segments Φ∩Pi are identified with the segments {(x, y)}×
[−1, 1],
(2) Ai is identified with [−1, 1]× S1 × {0},
(3) γi is identified with {0} × S1 × {0},
(4) Ri is identified with [−1, 1]× {1 ∼ −1} × [−1, 1], and
(5) the restriction of the diffeomorphism to NRi maps leaves of F
to horizontal level surfaces Dz × {z}, where Dz = [−1, 1] ×
(([1/2, 1] ∪ [−1,−1/2])/ ∼).
Proof. Since Vi is homeomorphic to a solid torus, it is contained in a
solid torus which is diffeomorphic to [−1, 1] × S1 × [−1, 1], where the
diffeomorphism can be chosen to identify A with [−1, 1] × S1 × {0}
and the flow segments Φ ∩ P with the segments {(x, y)} × [−1, 1].
Moreover, since the restriction of F to Vi ∩ NR is a smooth product
foliation transverse to vertical fibers, and there is a unique such up
to diffeomorphism, this diffeomorphism Pi → [−1, 1] × S1 × [−1, 1]
can also be chosen so that the restriction of the diffeomorphism to NR
maps leaves of F ∩ NR to horizontal level surfaces Dz × {z}, where
Dz = [−1, 1]× (([1/2, 1] ∪ [−1,−1/2])/ ∼). 
Definition 3.9. Fix V and NR as above. Let Pi and Pi → [−1, 1] ×
S1 × [−1, 1] be as given in Lemma 3.8. Abuse notation and use the
diffeomorphism to identify Pi with [−1, 1]×S1× [−1, 1]. Let Pi be the
product foliation of Pi with leaves ([−1, 1] × S1) × {t}, and call such
a foliated solid torus, (Pi,Pi), a product neighborhood of (Vi;NRi).
Letting P denote the union of the Pi and P denote the union of the
Pi, call (P,P) a product neighborhood of (V ;NR).
Definition 3.10. Let F be a C∞,0 foliation and V the union of pairwise
disjoint, holonomy neighborhoods Vγi(τi, Ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, for F . Let R
denote the union of the Rγi(τi, Ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and let NR be an open
regular neighborhood of R in V . Let (P,P) be a product neighborhood
of (V ;NR). The foliation F is strongly (V, P ) compatible if
(1) F ∩NR = P ∩NR, and
(2) in the coordinates inherited from P , F∩V is a product foliation
[−1, 1] × F0, where F0 is a C∞,0 foliation of V ∩ ({1} × S1 ×
[−1, 1]) (i.e., F ∩ V is x-invariant).
Given V , R and NR, we will further constrain the set of foliations F
(that we need to approximate by smooth contact structures) to C∞,0 fo-
liations which are strongly (V, P ) compatible for some choice of product
neighborhood (P,P). The following lemma establishes that we can do
this with no loss of generality; namely, after a small perturbation of F ,
it is possible to rechoose the diffeomorphisms Pi → [−1, 1]×S1×[−1, 1]
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so that F = P on NR and F is invariant under translation in the first
coordinate.
Lemma 3.11. [27] Let F be a C∞,0 foliation and let Φ be a smooth
flow transverse to F . Let V denote the union of a set of pairwise
disjoint holonomy neighborhoods for F and fix NR as above. There
is an isotopy of M which takes F to a C∞,0 foliation which is C0
close to F and strongly (V, P ) compatible for some choice of product
neighborhood (P,P) of (V ;NR). This isotopy may be taken to preserve
both V and the flow lines of Φ setwise.
For simplicity of exposition, it is sometimes useful to fix a product
metric on P . We do so as follows.
Definition 3.12. Let Vγ(τ, A) be a holonomy neighborhood and let
(P,P) be a product neighborhood of Vγ(τ, A).
Put the standard metric on intervals and let S1 = [−1, 1]/(−1 ∼ 1)
inherit its metric from [−1, 1]. Then put the product metric on P =
[−1, 1]× S1 × [−1, 1]. When P comes equipped with the identification
P = [−1, 1] × S1 × [−1, 1] as given in Lemma 3.8 together with this
product metric, the product neighborhood (P,P) is called a metric
product neighborhood of Vγ(τ, A).
A metric product neighborhood induces a metric on both Vγ(τ, A) ⊂
P and, via lengths of paths, on Qγ(τ, A).
Proposition 3.13. Suppose Vγ(τ, A) is a holonomy neighborhood with
metric product neighborhood (P,P). Choose  > 0. There is a closed
transversal τ ′ ⊂ τ containing p in its interior such that T (F∩Vγ(τ ′, A))
is  C0 close to T (P ∩ Vγ(τ ′, A)).
Proof. At each point x of γ, choose a foliation chart of the form Ux ×
(−δx, δx) such that Ux is a neighborhood of x in A and {x}× (−δx, δx)
is transverse to both P and F . Since both foliations are at least C∞,0
and contain A as leaf, δx may be chosen small enough that TP and TF
are within  at all points of Ux × (−δx, δx). Passing to a finite cover,
there exists a short enough transversal τ ′ ⊂ τ about p such that that
all its leaf preserving translates sweep out the desired neighborhood
Vγ(τ
′, A). 
Definition 3.14. Suppose Vγ(τ, A) is a holonomy neighborhood with
product neighborhood (P,P). Choose a metric on P . The restriction
of F to Vγ(τ, A) is -horizontal if T (F ∩ Vγ(τ ′, A)) is  C0 close to
T (P ∩ Vγ(τ ′, A)).
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Definition 3.15. Suppose Vγ(τ, A) is a holonomy neighborhood for F
with metric product neighborhood (P,P). Fix  > 0. Vγ(τ, A) is -flat
if the length of the longest segment of the restriction of Φ to Vγ(τ, A)
is bounded above by .
In other words, Vγ(τ, A) is -flat if its maximum “height” is small
relative to both its minimum “width” and its minimum “length”. The
next lemma follows immediately from the continuity of TF .
Lemma 3.16. Fix  > 0. There is a δ > 0 so that if Vγ(τ, A) is δ-flat,
then the restriction of F to Vγ(τ, A) is -horizontal. 
4. Minimal sets
Holonomy neighborhoods which are attracting play a particularly im-
portant role in the construction of approximating contact structures.
Results from the last section will eventually be used to make C0 ap-
proximations in a single (attracting) holonomy neighborhood. Results
in this section will be used to choose or create enough attracting holo-
nomy neighborhoods so that these approximations can be extended to
all of M . This is accomplished through the use of minimal sets.
Definition 4.1. Let F be a C0 foliation. A minimal set of F is a
non-empty closed subset of M that is a union of leaves and is minimal
with respect to inclusion among such sets.
Equivalently, a subset Λ of M is a minimal set if and only if both
Λ = L for some leaf L and Λ properly contains no leaf closure. In
particular, if Λ is a minimal set, then Λ = L for all leaves L contained
in Λ. More generally, if L is any leaf of F , then by Zorn’s Lemma, L
contains at least one minimal set.
The next two results follow from elementary point set topology. See,
for example, Theorem 1, Chapter 3, of [2].
Proposition 4.2. Let Λ be a minimal set of F . Then every leaf of F
contained in Λ is dense in Λ. 
Proposition 4.3. Let Λ be a minimal set of F and let τ be a transver-
sal to F satisfying Λ ∩ int τ 6= ∅. Then the following properties hold.
(1) The intersection Λ ∩ τ is either discrete, all of τ , or a Cantor
set.
(2) Λ ∩ τ = τ if and only if F = Λ is minimal.
(3) Λ ∩ τ is discrete if and only if Λ consists of a single compact
leaf.
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Moreover, if σ is any other transversal to F satisfying Λ ∩ intσ 6= ∅,
then both Λ ∩ τ and Λ ∩ σ are of the same type; namely, discrete, all
of the transverse interval, or Cantor. 
A minimal set Λ is called exceptional if for some transversal τ , Λ∩ τ
is a Cantor set. A foliation is called minimal if it is itself a minimal
set.
Definition 4.4. Suppose that Λ is a minimal set and that τ is a
transversal to F . When Λ ∩ τ is a Cantor set, we differentiate be-
tween those points of Λ∩ τ which are endpoints of “removed intervals”
and those which are not. The leaves of Λ which correspond to points
which are endpoints of “removed intervals” are isolated on one side in
Λ and so we refer to them as boundary leaves. The leaves L of Λ which
do not correspond to endpoints of “removed intervals” are approached
arbitrarily closely on both sides by leaves in Λ (and hence by leaves of
L). Call these leaves non-boundary leaves.
When Λ ∩ τ = τ , Proposition 4.3 implies Λ = M and all leaves of Λ
are non-boundary leaves. When Λ ∩ τ is discrete, the single compact
leaf of Λ is a boundary leaf.
Definition 4.5. Let p ∈M . A closed segment τ is a transversal about
p if τ is a transversal to F which contains p in its interior.
Lemma 4.6. Let S × {0, 1} be leaves of F which bound an I-bundle
S × I, such that each I-fiber is transverse to F . If Λ ⊂ S × I is a
minimal set of F , then necessarily S is compact and Λ is isotopic to
S × {0}.
Proof. Begin by noting that since any I-fiber {x} × (0, 1), x ∈ S, is
disjoint from S×{0, 1}, S × {0} has empty intersection with S×(0, 1).
Hence, either S is compact and Λ is a component of S × {0, 1}, or
S × {0, 1} is disjoint from Λ.
Restrict attention therefore to the case that S × {0, 1} is disjoint
from Λ. Since Λ is closed, for each x ∈ S there is a minimum point
mx of ({x} × I) ∩ Λ. Let Lmin be collection of all such points mx as
x ranges over S. In the analogous way define Lmax to be the union of
points Mx.
Notice that if B = D × I ⊂ S × I is any flow box, each of Lmin ∩ B
and Lmax ∩B is a component of F ∩B. It follows that Lmin and Lmax
are leaves of Λ. If for some x,mx < MX it follows that Lmin∩Lmax = ∅,
a contradiction. Thus Lmin = Lmax = Λ is compact, and isotopic to
S × {0}. It follows that S is necessarily compact. 
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In Section 8, we will investigate foliations with only trivial holonomy,
and the following lemma will prove useful. It is included here as its
proof uses flow box decompositions but is not needed for any of the
results of this section.
Lemma 4.7. Let S × {0, 1} be leaves of F which bound an I-bundle
S × I in M . Suppose that F lies transverse to the I-fibers and has
only trivial holonomy. Then the restriction of F to S × I is, up to a
Φ-preserving isotopy, the product foliation S × I.
Proof. Let L be any leaf of the restriction of F to S× (0, 1). We claim
that L intersects each flow box D × I in exactly one component, and
hence is isotopic, via a Φ preserving isotopy, to L × {0}. Consider
a component ∆ = D × {a} of the intersection of L with flow boxes
B = D × I. Suppose by way of contradiction, that L ∩ B contains a
second component ∆′ = D × {a′}.
Let x ∈ D. Since L is connected, there is a path ρ in L from (x, a)
to (x, a′). Express ρ as a concatenation of finitely many intervals,
each of which lies in a single flow box, and consider the immersed
cylinder ρ×I. A standard cut and paste argument reveals that we may
assume that this cylinder is embedded. But the existence of the path
ρ implies the existence of nontrivial holonomy, a contradiction. Hence,
the intersection of L with any flow box is connected. In addition, since
S is path connected, and therefore any two flow boxes are connected
by a path in S × [0, 1], the intersection of L with any flow box is
also nonempty. Hence, the restriction of F to S × [0, 1] is, up to a
Φ-preserving isotopy, the product foliation S × I. 
Corollary 4.8. Suppose F is a C0 foliation of a compact 3-manifold
M .
(1) At most finitely many isotopy classes of compact surface can be
realized as leaves of F .
(2) F can contain only finitely many exceptional minimal sets.
Proof. If F is not transversely oriented, work instead with (Mˆ, Fˆ),
where pi : Mˆ → M is a double cover such that Fˆ = pi−1(F) is trans-
versely oriented. (See, for example, Proposition 3.5.1 of [4].) In this
case, Λ is a minimal set for F only if pi−1(Λ) contains a minimal set
for Fˆ , and hence if the claimed result holds true for Fˆ , it holds true
for F also.
So restrict attention to the case that F is transversely oriented, and
let Φ be an oriented flow transverse to F . Choose a flow box decom-
position B for (M,F ,Φ). Denote a flow box in B by B = D × I. For
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each leaf L of F and flow box B of B, call any component of L ∩ B a
plaque of L.
Let L = {Λα} denote any finite set of distinct minimal sets of F ,
and let Λ = ∪αΛα. Let Bi for i = 1, . . . , n be those flow boxes such
that Bi ∩ Λ 6= ∅. Let Y denote the open manifold M \ Λ. Let S =
{Di×{0}|1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪ {Di×{1}|1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Define a map f : S → L
by f(Di × {j}) = Λα0 if the plaque of Λ in Bi closest to Di × {j} lies
in a leaf of Λα0 . Since S is finite, so is the image of f .
Consider a minimal set Λβ in L which is not in the image of f . We
claim that Λβ is a compact leaf Lβ and lies as a section of a trivial
R-bundle component of Y ∪Λβ, where the R-fibers are subsegments of
the flow Φ.
To see that this is true, proceed as follows. Let Σ denote the com-
ponent of the open manifold Y ∪ Λβ = M \ ∪α 6=βΛα which contains
Λβ. Choose any p ∈ Lβ, a leaf of Λβ. This point p lies in a plaque
Di × {b} of Λβ, for some 0 < b < 1. Consider the two plaques of the
closed set Λ \ Λβ which lie closest to Di × {b}. They cobound a flow
box Σi(a, c) = Di × (a, c) ⊂ Σ, for some 0 ≤ a < b < c ≤ 1. Let La be
the leaf containing Di×{a}, and let Lc be the leaf containing Di×{c}.
Next consider any Bj ∈ B satisfying ∂vBj ∩Σi(a, c) 6= ∅. Since Λβ is
not in the image of f , Σi(a, c)∩ ∂hBj = ∅, and hence Σi(a, c) naturally
extends to an I-bundle of the form (Di ∪ Dj) × R ⊂ Σ. Repeat this
process of moving through adjacent flow boxes to obtain an exhaustion
of La by an increasing union of plaques, and an exhaustion of Σ by an
increasing union of R-bundles, where the R-fibers are subsegments of
the flow Φ and these R-bundles are trivial since the flow is oriented.
To see that all of Σ is realized by this exhaustion, note that Σ is
path connected, and any closed path can be decomposed as a piecewise
union of finitely many intervals, each of which lies in a single flow box.
It follows that Σ is an a trivial R-bundle over La, with all R-fibers
subsegments of the flow Φ. So the leaves La, Lβ and Lc are isotopic.
Since La and Lβ bound an I-bundle and La 6= Lβ, it follows from
Lemma 4.6 that La, Lβ and Lc are compact.
Hence, any exceptional minimal set lies in the image of f , and thus,
there can be at most 2|B| exceptional minimal sets. Moreover, any
compact leaf has an isotopy representative that lies in the image of f ,
and thus, at most finitely many isotopy classes of compact surface can
be realized as leaves of F . 
Remark 4.9. Recall that any compact 3-manifold admits a triangula-
tion [34]. Moreover, given a foliation F , there is a triangulation T of
M which is compatible with F ; namely, F is in Haken normal form
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with respect to T (Lemma 1.3, [19]). Hence there is a similar proof of
Corollary 4.8 which uses triangulations instead of flow box decomposi-
tions. Our proof doesn’t depend on first finding a good triangulation.
Corollary 4.10. Suppose Λ is a minimal set and p ∈ Λ. Let τ be any
transversal about p. If Λ is a compact leaf, then there is a transversal
τ0 ⊂ τ about p such that if a minimal set intersects τ0, it is a compact
leaf isotopic to Λ. If Λ is not a compact leaf, there is a transversal
τ0 ⊂ τ about p which does not intersect any minimal set other than Λ.
Proof. Since minimal sets are closed and there are only finitely many
exceptional minimal sets by Corollary 4.8, it is possible to choose τ0
about p that misses all exceptional minimal sets that are not equal to
Λ. Furthermore, Corollary 4.8 implies that if there is no transversal τ0
about p that is disjoint from all minimal sets not equal to Λ, there must
exist a sequence of compact leaves Li all mutually isotopic that limit
on Λ. However, referring to the proof of Corollary 4.8, at most finitely
many of the compact leaves Li lie in the image of f and any other,
S = Lj say, lies as a surface fiber in one of finitely many I-bundles of
the form S×I, where the surfaces S×{0, 1} are leaves of F . Hence, the
nonexistence of τ0 implies that Λ is a minimal set embedded in an I-
bundle S× [0, 1] transverse to the I-fibers, and therefore by Lemma 4.6
is a compact leaf isotopic to S = Lj. 
Notation 4.11. Fix a C0 foliation F . If F is minimal, set Λ1 = F .
Otherwise, let Λ1, ...,Λr denote the exceptional minimal sets of F and
let [L1], ..., [Ls] denote the isotopy classes of compact leaves of F .
For each compact leaf of F , let X(L) denote the minimal F-saturated
closed subset of M containing all leaves of F which are isotopic to L.
Corollary 4.12. Let F be a C0 foliation that is not a fibering of M
over S1. Then there are finitely many pairwise disjoint holonomy neigh-
borhoods Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγr+s(τr+s, Ar+s) such that
(1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, γi is an essential simple closed curve in a leaf of
Λi,
(2) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, γr+i is an essential simple closed curve in a leaf
in the isotopy class [Li], and each leaf isotopic to Li lies in the
interior of Vγr+i(τr+i, Ar+i), and
(3) each minimal set of F has nonempty intersection with the in-
terior of exactly one Vγi(τi, Ai).
In particular, the set of holonomy neighborhoods {Vγi(τi, Ai)}i is span-
ning.
Conditions (1) and (2) guarantee that each minimal set of F has
nonempty intersection with the interior of at least one Vγi(τi, Ai). So
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condition (3) guarantees that each Vγi(τi, Ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, has nonempty
intersection with exactly one minimal set, Λi, and each Vγr+i(τr+i, Ar+i),
1 ≤ i ≤ s, has nonempty intersection with exactly one isotopy class of
minimal set, [Li].
Proof. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let γi be an essential simple closed
curve in a leaf of Λi, and choose a holonomy neighborhood Vγi(τi, Ai).
Choose the (τi, Ai) so that the neighborhoods Vγi(τi, Ai) are pairwise
disjoint and disjoint from any compact leaf of F . This is possible by
Proposition 4.10.
Let L be a compact leaf of F . Recall that X(L) denotes the minimal
F -saturated closed subset of M containing all leaves of F which are
isotopic to L. Since F is not a fibering of M over S1, either X(L) = L
or X(L) ∼= L× [0, 1], with the identification given by a diffeomorphism.
Note that if L and F are compact leaves of F , then either L and F are
isotopic and X(L) = X(F ), or L and F are not isotopic and X(L) ∩
X(F ) = ∅. Rechoose the isotopy class representatives as necessary
so that X(L1), ..., X(Ls) is a listing of the sets X(L), where either
X(Li) = Li or, under the identification X(Li) = Li× I, Li is identified
with Li × {0}.
Set n = r + s.
For each j, let γr+j be an essential simple closed curve in Lj = Lj ×
{0}. Choose a holonomy neighborhood Vγr+j(τr+j, Ar+j). If X(Lj) =
Lj × [0, 1], choose the transversal τr+j long enough so that its inte-
rior has nonempty intersection with Lj × {1} (and hence also with all
leaves isotopic to Lj), and short enough so that the holonomy neigh-
borhoods Vγr+1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγn(τn, An) are pairwise disjoint and disjoint
from the minimal sets Λ1, ...,Λr and their fixed holonomy neighbor-
hoods Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγr(τr, Ar).
Since the closure of any leaf contains a minimal set, each leaf of F
has nonempty intersection with the interior of Vγi(τi, Ai) for some i; in
other words, the collection of holonomy neighborhoods {Vγi(τi, Ai)}i is
spanning. 
5. Generalized Denjoy blow up
In this section we define the operation of generalized Denjoy blow
up. Informally, this operation consists of thickening a leaf and inserting
a new foliation into the thickened region. This will be used to modify
a foliation and create attracting neighborhoods of curves in a leaf of a
foliation.
Definition 5.1. Let L be a finite (or even countably infinite) union of
leaves of a Ck,0 foliation F of M with k ≥ 1, and let Φ be a smooth
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flow transverse to F . A Ck,0 foliation, F ′, is a generalized Denjoy blow
up of F along L if there is an open subset U ⊂ M and a collapsing
map h : M →M satisfying the following properties:
(1) F ′ is transverse to Φ,
(2) there is an injective Ck immersion j : L× (0, 1)→M such that
j(L× (0, 1)) = U ,
(3) for each x ∈ L, j({x} × I) is contained in a flow line of Φ,
(4) j(L× {0}) and j(L× {1}) are leaves of F ′,
(5) h−1(x) is a point for x /∈ L and equals j({x} × I) for x ∈ L,
(6) h preserves flow lines of Φ and maps leaves of F ′ to leaves of
F , and
(7) h is C0 on M and Ck when restricted to any leaf of F ′.
When the restriction of F ′ to j(L× [0, 1]) is a product foliation, F ′ is
also referred to as a Denjoy blow up of F along L.
Theorem 5.2. [6][27] Let F be Ck,0 foliation with k ≥ 1 that is trans-
verse to a smooth flow Φ. Let L be a finite or countable collection of
leaves of F , and let F1 be a Ck,0 foliation of L× I transverse to the I
coordinate that contains L × ∂I as leaves. Then there exists F ′ arbi-
trarily C0 close to F that is a generalized Denjoy blow up of F along
L, and such that the pullback of F ′ to L× I is Ck,0 equivalent to F1.
Moreover, if V is the union of a set of pairwise disjoint holonomy
neighborhoods for F , (P,P) is a product neighborhood of V , and F
is strongly (V, P ) compatible, then F ′ can be chosen to be both V -
compatible with F and strongly (V, P ) compatible.
Remark 5.3. The main ideas of Theorem 5.2 are due to Dippolito, [6].
We require slightly more than is easily extracted from his work, namely,
C0 approximation. We give a proof of the theorem in [27] using flow
box decompositions that also allows for C1, rather than C∞, leaves. We
also realize the additional conditions that F ′ be both V -compatible with
F and strongly (V, P ) compatible.
In order to create attracting neighborhoods, we will be interested in
inserting foliations into L× (0, 1) of the form described in the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let γ be an oriented essential simple closed curve in
L = L × {0}. There is a C∞,0 foliation on L × I, transverse to the
I-fibers {x} × I, x ∈ L, and such that the holonomy hγ along γ is
monotone decreasing on the interior of I. Moreover, this foliation of
L× I can be chosen so that L× {0} and L× {1} are its only minimal
sets.
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Proof. If γ does not separate, let α be a properly embedded curve in L
that intersects γ in a point. Let P be the product foliation on (L\α)×I,
and let hγ : I → I be the desired holonomy about γ. Then glueing
the leaves of P at height x to those of height hγ(x) gives a foliation on
L× I with holonomy hγ around γ.
If γ separates L into components A and B, first consider the case
that A is compact with genus g ≥ 1. In the usual way, A may be
thought of a disk D with 4g disjoint subarcs glued in pairs. Let P be
the product foliation on D × I. Using 2g homeomorphisms hi of I to
glue up the leaves of P produces a foliation on A× I. With the right
choice of pairings of glued subarcs, the holonomy along γ will be the
product of g commutators of the hi. Since any orientation preserving
homeomorphism of I can be written as a single commutator, see for
instance, Lemma 3.1 of [30], this construction can be carried out for
any genus and any choice of hγ.
Next, consider the case that A is not compact. Let α be a properly
embedded half-infinite line contained in A and starting on γ. Splitting
A along α and glueing leaves with hγ as in the non-separating case
gives the desired foliation around γ.
The same constructions are used to extend a given choice of holo-
nomy across B. 
Notation 5.5. Any foliation given by a generalized Denjoy blow up
of F along L, with the foliation inserted into L × (0, 1) of the type
generated by Lemma 5.4, is denoted F ′ = F(L, γ).
The following two lemmas use the notation of Definition 5.1 to de-
scribe the effect of generalized Denjoy blow up on the set of minimal
sets of F.
Lemma 5.6. Let L be a leaf of F that is not contained in any minimal
set of F . Let F ′ be a generalized Denjoy blow up of F along L. There
is a bijective correspondence between the minimal sets of F and those
of F ′ given by Λβ ←→ h−1(Λβ). In particular, neither L0, L1, nor any
leaf in j(L×(0, 1)), is contained in a minimal set of F ′. The restriction
of the collapsing function, h, gives a homeomorphism from h−1(Λβ) to
Λβ for all β.
Proof. Since L is not minimal, it properly contains S for some leaf S
of F . It follows that each of L0 and L1 properly contains h−1(S) =
h−1(S). So neither L0 nor L1 is minimal. For each leaf F ⊂ j(L×(0, 1))
the set F properly contains each of L0 and L1 and hence each of L0
and L1. Therefore F is not minimal.
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Finally, notice that S ′ is a leaf of F ′ not equal to L0, L1 or a leaf of
j(L×(0, 1)) if and only if S = h(S ′) is a leaf of F not equal to L. Since
h−1(S) = h−1(S), the claimed bijective correspondence of minimal sets
follows immediately. 
Lemma 5.7. Suppose L and Λ are minimal sets of F with L 6= Λ. Let
F ′ be a generalized Denjoy blow up of F along L. Then h−1(Λ) is a
minimal set of F ′. Any other minimal set of F ′ arises in one of the
following ways.
(1) If L is compact, let F1 be the foliation of L×I that is contained
in F ′. Minimal sets of F1 are mapped to minimal sets of F ′ by
inclusion; in particular L0 and L1 are minimal sets.
(2) If L is noncompact, with L a nonboundary leaf of L, then L0 =
L1 is a minimal set of F ′.
(3) If L is noncompact, with L a boundary leaf of L, then there are
two possibilities, depending on whether L is isolated in L from
above or from below. If L is isolated in L from below (above),
then L1 (respectively, L0) is a minimal set, and L0 (respectively,
L1) properly contains this minimal set. In particular, the leaf
L0 (respectively, L1) is not contained in a minimal set of F ′.
Proof. Since F ′ is not minimal, any minimal set of F ′ is either a com-
pact leaf or else an exceptional minimal set. Moreover, the only mini-
mal set impacted by the blow up of L is L. So we restrict attention to
L and h−1(L).
If L is compact, then so is h−1(L) = j(L × [0, 1]) and (1) follows
immediately.
Suppose instead that L is not compact and Λ′ is a minimal set of F ′
that intersects j(L× (0, 1)). It follows from Lemma 4.6 that Λ′∩ (L0∪
L1) 6= ∅, and hence that Λ′ ⊂ (L0 ∪ L1).
Since h(L0 ∪L1) = L, the union L0 ∪L1 cannot properly contain S,
for some leaf S of F ′, unless S = Li for some i ∈ {0, 1}. It follows that
Λ′ is equal to one or both of L0 and L1.
The cases are distinguished as follows. If L is a nonboundary leaf,
L0 = L1 is minimal, and if L is a boundary leaf, exactly one of L0
and L1 is minimal. To see this, let τ be a transversal to F containing
a point p ∈ τ ∩ L. There is a sequence of points pn ∈ τ ∩ L which
limit on p. If there exists a sequence of such points limiting on p from
above, then the points h−1(pn)∩L1 limit on L1 from above. Similarly,
if there exists a sequence of such points limiting on p from below, then
the points h−1(pn) ∩ L0 limit on L0 from below. It follows that L is
isolated in L from below if and only if L0 is isolated, and that L is
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isolated in L from above if and only if L1 is isolated. So either L is
a nonboundary leaf and L0 = L1 is minimal, or L is a boundary leaf,
isolated from either above or below, and exactly one of L0 or L1 is
minimal. 
6. Creating attracting holonomy
In this section, we restrict attention to the case that every mini-
mal set of F contains a leaf which is not homeomorphic to R2. The
remaining case, in which M = T 3 [16], is considered in Section 8.
Consider a minimal set Λ of a foliation F . Restrict attention to the
case that Λ is not a compact leaf. So either Λ = F or Λ is exceptional.
When the foliation F under consideration is C2, a result of Sackst-
eder [44] guarantees the existence of a leaf L in Λ and simple closed
curve γ in L such that the holonomy hγ along γ is linear attracting,
that is h′(0) < 1. As shown by Eliashberg and Thurston, this combi-
nation of smoothness and linear attracting holonomy can be used to
introduce a contact region in a neighborhood of γ.
When the foliation F is only C∞,0, it is shown in [26] that it is
possible to introduce contact regions about a simple closed loop γ in
a leaf L of Λ for which the foliation has a (topologically) attracting
neighborhood. In general, however, there might be no curve with such
an attracting region.
In this section, we show that by taking advantage of generalized Den-
joy blow up, it is possible to C0 approximate F by a foliation F ′, where
each minimal set of F ′ has nonempty intersection with one of finitely
many attracting neighborhoods, Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγn(τn, An). Moreover,
F ′ and the attracting neighborhoods Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγn(τn, An) can be
chosen so that, for each i, τi is small and the restriction of F ′ to Vγi is
C0 close to a product foliation Aγi × τi.
In order to make sense of “small” and C0 close, it is useful to fix a
Riemannian metric g on M . We choose a particularly convenient g as
follows. Recall that if F is a C∞,0 foliation of M which is not a fibering
of M over S1, then Corollary 4.12 guarantees the existence of a finite
spanning set of pairwise disjoint holonomy neighborhoods for F .
Notation 6.1. Let F0 be a C∞,0 foliation of M . If F0 is a fibering
of M over S1, perform a C0 small Denjoy splitting of F0 along a fiber
and let F1 denote this new C∞,0 foliation. If F0 is not a fibering of M
over S1, let F1 = F0.
Let {V ′1 , ..., V ′n}, n = r+s, denote a set of pairwise disjoint holonomy
neighborhoods V ′i = Vγi(σi, Ai) for F1 satisfying the conditions of Corol-
lary 4.12. Let V ′ denote the union V ′ = ∪iV ′i . For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
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let R′i = Rγi(σi, Ai), and set R
′ = ∪iRi. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, fix
a smooth open neighborhood NR′i of R
′
i in V
′
i . Choose each NR′i small
enough so that its closure, NR′i, is a closed regular neighborhood of R
′
i.
Let N ′R denote the union of the NR′i.
Apply Lemma 3.11 to isotope F1 to a C∞,0 foliation F2 which is C0
close to F1 and strongly (V ′, P ) compatible for some choice of product
neighborhood (P,P) of (V ′;NR′).
Put the product metric on each component Pi = [−1, 1]×S1× [−1, 1]
of P , as described in Definition 3.12, and let g0 denote the resulting
metric on P . Let g = g(P ) be any fixed Riemannian metric on M
which restricts to g0 on P . Since the metric product neighborhoods Pi
have pairwise disjoint closures, a partition of unity argument can be
used to construct such a metric g(P ).
Beginning with a minimal set Λ, a leaf L of Λ, and a simple closed
curve γ in L which is not homotopically trivial, we show how to in-
troduce an attracting neighborhood, or, sometimes a pair of attract-
ing neighborhoods, about γ via generalized Denjoy blow up. These
operations are performed without increasing the number of minimal
sets. Since the goal is to produce -flat holonomy neighborhoods, it
may be necessary, as in (2) of Theorem 6.2 below, to introduce new
holonomy neighborhoods to take care of thick collections of parallel
compact leaves.
Theorem 6.2. Let F0 be a C∞,0 foliation of M . Let γ1, ..., γr, ..., γn=r+s,
V ′, F2, (P,P), and g = g(P ) be as given in Notation 6.1. So, in par-
ticular, F2 is not a fibering, V ′ is spanning for F2, and F2 is strongly
(V ′, P ) compatible.
Fix  > 0. There is a C∞,0 foliation F that is  C0 close to F2,
V ′-compatible with F2, and strongly (V ′, P ) compatible, and a finite set
of pairwise disjoint attracting neighborhoods
Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγm(τm, Am),
m ≥ n, for F such that
(1) for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Vγi(τi, Ai) ⊂ V ′γi(σi, Ai)
(2) for each i, n < i ≤ m, γi lies in a compact leaf of F and is iso-
topic to γji for some r < ji ≤ n, and Vγi(τi, Ai) ⊂ V ′γji (σji , Aji),
(3) each Vγi(τi, Ai) is -flat with respect to F ,
(4) the restriction of F to any Vγi(τi, Ai) is -horizontal,
(5) there is a regular neighborhood Nh of ∂hV such that Nh∩A = ∅
and the restriction of F to Nh is a smooth product foliation,
and
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(6) each minimal set of F has nonempty intersection with the in-
terior of exactly one Vγi(τi, Ai).
Notice that since F is strongly (V ′, P ) compatible, it is strongly
(V, P ) compatible. Notice also that condition (6) implies that the col-
lection of attracting neighborhoods Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγm(τm, Am) is span-
ning. Referring back to Notation 6.1, each γi is an essential loop
in a leaf of a minimal set. Therefore each attracting neighborhood
Vγi(τi, Ai) necessarily has nonempty intersection with at least one min-
imal set. In addition, by the choice of V ′ and Corollary 4.12, (1) and
(2) guarantee that if an attracting set Vγi(τi, Ai), has nonempty in-
tersection with distinct minimal sets, then necessarily, i > r and the
minimal sets are isotopic compact leaves.
Proof. By Corollary 3.16, it is sufficient to to prove that there is a
C∞,0 foliation F arbitrarily C0 close to F2 such that F admits a fi-
nite spanning set of pairwise disjoint, -flat attracting neighborhoods
Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγn(τn, An) for F satisfying conditions (1)-(6). Since the
holonomy neighborhoods V ′γ1(σ1, A1), ..., V
′
γn(σn, An) are pairwise dis-
joint, condition (1) will guarantee that the neighborhoods Vγ1(τ1, A1), ...,
Vγn(τn, An) are pairwise disjoint.
Using Notation 4.11, F2 has finitely many minimal sets Λ1, ...,Λr
that have no compact leaves, and at most finitely many isotopy classes
[L1], ..., [Ls], of compact leaves.
Let L be a compact leaf of F2. Since F2 is not a fibering over S1,
either X(L) = L or X(L) = L× [0, 1], with the identification given by
a diffeomorphism. Abuse notation and set Λr+j = X(Lj), 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
Inductively create a V ′-compatible, C∞,0 foliation Fk arbitrarily C0
close to F2 and a pairwise disjoint collection of attracting neighbor-
hoods
Vk = {Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγk(τnk , Ank)}
for Fk satisfying conditions (1)–(4). Let N0(Fk) be the number of
minimal sets Λj, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, that do not intersect the interior of some
Vγi(τi, Ai). Let N1(Fk) be the number of isotopy classes of compact
leaves of Fk containing leaves that do not intersect the interior of some
Vγi(τi, Ai). Set N(Fk) = N0(Fk) +N1(Fk).
The construction of the desired set of attracting neighborhoods con-
sists of finding, or creating, attracting -flat neighborhoods that de-
crease N(Fk). These neighborhoods are created by performing, as
necessary, generalized Denjoy blow ups very close to leaves L in the
sets Λi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r+ s, and by Theorem 5.2, these blow ups can be cho-
sen arbitrarily C0 close to F . The construction takes different forms
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depending on properties of L and is carried out in Propositions 6.5,
6.7, and 6.8.
At the kth stage in the induction, one or more -flat attracting neigh-
borhoods are added to Vk to yield Vk+1. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 6.2, it suffices to establish Propo-
sitions 6.5, 6.7, and 6.8. We now do so.
Let γ be an oriented essential simple closed curve in a leaf L con-
tained in a minimal set Λ of Fk that contributes to N(Fk). To simplify
notation, let F = Fk at the kth step. We begin by considering a ho-
lonomy neighborhood Vγ(τ, A) ⊂ P . Using the notation of Section 2,
p ∈ γ and τ and σ are transversals through p such that hγ : τ → σ
is a holonomy map for F along γ. Notice that if τ is chosen to be
sufficiently small, then Vγ(τ, A) is -flat.
Lemma 6.3. Let Vγ(τ, A) be a holonomy neighborhood of γ. One of
the following is true:
(1) There is a choice of τ ′ ⊂ τ so that one of Vγ(τ ′, A) and V−γ(τ ′, A)
is an attracting neighborhood, and including the attracting neigh-
borhood decreases N(F).
(2) There is a choice of τ ′ ⊂ τ so that, after performing a general-
ized Denjoy blow up along L arbitrarily C0 close to the identity
and compatible with Vγ(τ, A), Vγ(τ, A) is the union of two at-
tracting neighborhoods Vγ0 and Vγ1, where γ0 and γ1 are the
copies of γ obtained by the splitting, chosen with opposite ori-
entations as determined by the form of Vγ. Including these at-
tracting neighborhoods decreases N(F).
(3) The holonomy map hγ is the identity when restricted to at least
one of the components of τ\{p}.
Proof. Consider the holonomy map hγ : τ → σ. If there are intervals
in each component of τ\{p} on which hγ is strictly monotonic, then
(1) or (2) must hold. Otherwise, (3) holds. 
By the lemma, it is enough to consider the case that γ is essential
in L, and hγ is the identity when restricted to at least one of the
components of τ\{p}. Notice that since F is taut, L is pi1-injective,
and hence γ is homotopically nontrivial in M .
Identify (τ, p) with ([−u, v], 0). For t ∈ [−u, v], let Lt denote the leaf
of F intersecting τ at height t. Call a compact leaf of F isolated if
there is an F saturated open neighborhood of L containing no other
compact leaf. For simplicity of exposition, we will consider first the
case that L is either noncompact or else compact but isolated.
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As a first step towards building an attracting neighborhood, we show
that without increasing N(F), generalized Denjoy blow ups can be used
to replace holonomy that is the identity on one side of γ with monotone
holonomy.
Lemma 6.4. Let γ be an oriented essential simple closed curve in an
isolated compact leaf L such that hγ is the identity on [0, v]. Then there
exists a generalized Denjoy blow up of F to F ′ such that in F ′, hγ is
strictly monotone on a nondegenerate subinterval of [0, v]. Moreover,
N(F ′) ≤ N(F), and hγ may be created to be either monotone increasing
or decreasing on this subinterval.
Proof. By Corollary 4.10, there exists w ∈ (0, v] small enough to guar-
antee that the transversal (0, w) is disjoint from the minimal sets of F .
Let t ∈ (0, w), and consider the leaf Lt.
Let γt be a parallel copy of γ lying in Lt and passing through t.
Perform generalized Denjoy blow up F(Lt, γt), arbitrarily C0 close to
the identity and compatible with Vγ, to introduce spiraling about γ
±1
t ,
the two copies of γt introduced. This introduces a nondegenerate in-
terval in (0, v) on which hγ is strictly monotonic. Moreover, the type
of monotonicity, increasing or decreasing, can be chosen. Since Lt is
not minimal, Lemma 5.6 guarantees that no new minimal sets are in-
troduced. 
Proposition 6.5. Let γ be an oriented essential simple closed curve
in an isolated compact leaf L. If hγ is the identity on at least one of
[−u, 0] and [0, v], then there exists a generalized Denjoy blow up F ′
of F that creates no new compact leaves, has N(F ′) ≤ N(F) and for
which there exists an attracting holonomy neighborhood containing L.
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.4 once or twice, as necessary, and let F ′ be the
result of doing the generalized Denjoy blow up or blow ups required
to make hγ strictly monotone on nondegenerate subintervals of each
of [−u, 0] and [0, v]. The monotonicity can be chosen so that hγ is
either attracting on both subintervals or repelling on both subinter-
vals. Choose τ ′ ⊂ τ to be the smallest closed interval containing both
subintervals. Including Vγ(τ
′) with the collection of holonomy neigh-
borhoods may not create intersections with every leaf istotopic to L,
that is it may not decrease N1(F), but it keeps N(F ′) ≤ N(F). 
Lemma 6.6. Let γ be an oriented essential simple closed curve in a
noncompact leaf L of a minimal set such that hγ is the identity on
[0, v]. Then there exists a generalized Denjoy blow up of F to F ′ such
that in F ′, hγ is strictly monotone on a nondegenerate subinterval of
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[0, v]. Moreover, N(F ′) ≤ N(F), and hγ may be created to be either
monotone increasing or decreasing on this subinterval.
Proof. By Corollary 4.10, there exists w ∈ (0, v] small enough to guar-
antee that the transversal (0, w) is disjoint from the minimal sets of
F . Hence the proof of Lemma 6.4, the proof in that case works in this
case as well. 
Proposition 6.7. Let γ be an oriented essential simple closed curve
in a noncompact leaf L of a minimal set that contributes to N(F). If
hγ is the identity on at least one of [−u, 0] and [0, v], then there exists
a generalized Denjoy blow up F ′ of F that creates no new compact
leaves, satisfies N(F ′) < N(F), and for which there exists an attracting
holonomy neighborhood containing L.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.5, instead
requiring one or two applications of Lemma 6.6. The result is a strict
decrease in N0(F), thereby forcing N(F ′) < N(F). 
At this point, attracting neighborhoods have been constructed which
intersect every minimal set consisting of noncompact leaves (with at
least one non-R2 leaf). There remain minimal sets that consist of a
single compact leaf. Lemma 6.4 shows how to construct a holonomy
neighborhood that will contain such a leaf. The next proposition shows
how to deal with possibly infinite families of isotopic compact leaves.
Let L be a compact leaf of F . Recall that X(L) denotes the minimal
F saturated closed submanifold of M containing all leaves isotopic to
L, and that F is not a fibering over S1. So either X(L) = L or X(L) is
diffeomorphic to L× [0, 1]. We now restrict attention to the remaining
case, that X(L) ∼= L× [0, 1. Notice that leaves of F that are contained
in X(L) are not required to be homeomorphic to L.
Proposition 6.8. Let L be a compact leaf such that X(L) ∼= L× [0, 1],
and let γ be an oriented essential simple closed curve in L. There is a
C∞,0 foliation F ′ C0 close to F , such that all surfaces of F ′ isotopic
to L are covered by finitely many pairwise disjoint, -flat, attracting
neighborhoods that are disjoint from all minimal sets not isotopic to L.
Moreover, such a foliation F ′ can be obtained from F by perform-
ing a finite number of generalized Denjoy blow ups along leaves of F
isotopic to L, and the attracting neighborhoods can be chosen of the
form Vγt(τt, At), where Lt is a leaf of F isotopic to L and (L,A, γ) is
isotopic to (Lt, At, γt).
Proof. Let A be a smooth regular neighborhood of γ in L and choose
p ∈ γ. Use a diffeomorphism to identify X(L) with L× [0, 1]. Choose
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the diffeomorphism so that it agrees with the product structure of P
restricted to X(L). In particular, flow lines of Φ map to the vertical
fibers {x} × [0, 1]. Let τ0 denote the vertical fiber {p} × [0, 1]. Let τ
denote a closed flow segment of Φ containing τ0 in its interior, and such
that τ is disjoint from all minimal sets of F not isotopic to L.
Let Lt, t ∈ T , be a listing of the leaves of F isotopic to L, where Lt∩
τ = {(p, t)}. Let γt = Lt∩ (γ× [0, 1]) and At = Lt∩ (A× [0, 1]). Notice
that since lengths can only shorten under projection, the minimum
length and width of At is bounded below by the minimum length and
width of A. For all t ∈ T , choose an /2-flat holonomy neighborhood
Vγt(τt, At), where τt ⊂ τ .
Since the union
⋃
t∈T At is compact (since closed), the interiors of
finitely many of the Vγt(τt, At) cover
⋃
t∈T At. Choose t1, ..., tk ∈ T so
that the interiors of the Vγti (τti , Ati), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, cover
⋃
t∈T At. Set
τ ′ = τt1 ∪ ... ∪ τtk . Choose closed subintervals of the τti and relabel
as necessary so that τ ′ = τ ′t1 ∪ ... ∪ τ ′tk , where the interiors of the
τ ′ti are pairwise disjoint and only successive τti ’s can have nonempty
intersection. Then the Vγti (τ
′
ti
, Ati) cover, and after performing finitely
many C0 small blow ups along compact leaves of the form La, a ∈ ∂τ ′ti ,
and then extending the τ ′ti slightly as necessary, we have the claimed
finite set of pairwise disjoint, -flat, attracting neighborhoods, disjoint
from all minimal sets not isotopic to L. 
By Proposition 4.8, only finitely many applications of Propositions 6.5
and 6.8 generate attracting holonomy neighborhoods that intersect all
compact leaves. Proposition 6.7 takes care of the rest of the cases, and
therefore completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. 
7. Approximation in an attracting neighborhood
In this section we show (Theorem 7.2) how the tangent plane field of
the restriction of a C∞,0 foliation F0 to a sufficiently small attracting
neighborhood Vγ(τ, A) can be C
0 approximated by a contact structure.
The idea is that restriction of the foliation F0∩Vγ(τ, A) can be analyzed
by cutting Vγ(τ, A) open along Rγ(τ, A) and considering the resulting
foliation on Qγ(τ, A). Much of the foliation data is then encoded in
monodromy maps along the four vertical sides of Qγ(τ, A).
To simplify the analysis, we replace F0, as necessary, by a C0 close
foliation F satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 6.2.
A key result is Proposition 7.5, in which we show that the restriction
of F to ∂vQ can be approximated by a smooth foliation on ∂vQγ(τ, A)
that has decreasing monodromy. By Corollary 7.9, such foliations
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can be smoothly extended to a disk foliation on Qγ(τ, A), and hence
Vγ(τ, A), using the original C
∞,0 foliation as a guide.
To simplify the exposition, we will fix a Riemannian metric on M as
described in Notation 6.1.
Recall that if two curves intersect in ∂vX, for some codimension
zero submanifold X with piecewise horizontal and vertical boundary,
the curve with greater slope, when viewed from outside of X, is said
to dominate the other curve.
Notation 7.1. We say one object is O() close to another if for some
constant K independent of the two objects, the objects are K close.
Theorem 7.2. Let F0 be a C∞,0 foliation of M , and let (P,P) and
g = g(P ) be given as in Notation 6.1. Fix  > 0 and let V , Nh, and F
be given as in Theorem 6.2.
Then there are a regular neighborhood Nv ⊂ V of the vertical edges
of ∂Q in V and smooth plane fields ξ±V defined on V satisfying
(1) ξ+V is positive and ξ
−
V is negative,
(2) ξ±V = TF on Nh ∪Nv and is contact at all other points of V ,
(3) ξ+V dominates F along ∂vV , with the domination strict outside
Nh ∪Nv,
(4) ξ−V is dominated by F along ∂vV , with the domination strict
outside Nh ∪Nv,
(5) each of ξ±V is positively transverse to Φ, and
(6) each of ξ±V is O() C
0 close to TF on V .
The proof of this theorem will occupy the rest of this section. By
symmetry, it will suffice to establish the existence of ξ+.
It suffices to consider the case that n = 1; so, to simplify notation,
write V = Vγ(τ, A), with metric product neighborhood (P,P). Re-
call that the metric product neighborhood (P,P) has product metric
and horizontal product foliation P induced by the identification P ∼=
[−1, 1]×S1× [−1, 1]. Use this identification to view V = Vγ(τ, A) ⊂ P
as a subset V ⊂ [−1, 1] × S1 × [−1, 1]. Notice that ∂vV ⊂ ∂vP . Let
NR denote the open neighborhood of Rγ(τ, A) in V given by the inter-
section of V with [−1, 1]× ([1/2, 1]∪ [−1,−1/2])× [−1, 1]. Recall that
F = P on NR.
Eventually, we will further constrain Nv, but for now, let Nv ⊂ NR
be any regular neighborhood of the vertical edges of ∂Q, and set N =
Nh ∪Nv.
Write Q = Qγ(τ, A), and let
pi : Q→ V
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denote the quotient map which reverses the splitting of V alongRγ(τ, A).
Viewing S1 as the quotient [0, 1]/0 ∼ 1, the identification V ⊂ [−1, 1]×
S1 × [−1, 1] induces an identification
Q ⊂ [−1, 1]× [0, 1]× [−1, 1] ⊂ R3,
with ∂vQ ⊂ ∂v([−1, 1]× [0, 1]× [−1, 1]). We will abuse notation and let
Nh, Nv, N , and NR also denote their pullbacks to Q under pi : Q→ V .
Similarly, we let F denote the pullback pi−1(F ∩V ) when this meaning
is clear from context.
Our goal is to construct a smooth positive confoliation on V satisfy-
ing the conditions of Theorem 7.2. We will do this by defining a smooth
positive confoliation ξ+ on Q which smoothly glues, via pi : Q→ V , to
a smooth confoliation on V . As a first step, we will define a smooth
foliation on ∂vQ which will serve as the characteristic foliation of the
contact structure ξ+. This characteristic foliation will be closely re-
lated to the restriction of F to ∂vQ. The following proposition will be
used to make the transition from continuous to smooth structures.
Proposition 7.3. Let Φ, Nh, Nv, N , and Q be as given above, and let
κ ∈ {±1}.
Let X denote either a vertical face or a union of three vertical faces
of Q, with ∂vX = σ ∪ τ . Let G0 be a C∞,0 foliation of X which is
everywhere transverse to Φ, satisfies G0 = P on Nv ∩X, and is smooth
when restricted to N ∩X. Let G0 : σ → τ be the holonomy map defined
by following leaves of G0 across X, beginning in σ and ending in τ . Let
ε : σ → R be a continuous function satisfying ε(z) ≥ 0, with equality if
and only if z ∈ ∂σ.
Then there is a C∞ foliation G on X, with holonomy across X given
by the holonomy map G : σ → τ , such that
(1) G is positively transverse to Φ,
(2) G is arbitrarily C0 close to G0,
(3) G = G0 on N ,
(4) TG dominates (respectively, is dominated by) TG0, with the
domination strict outside N , if κ = 1 (respectively, κ = −1),
and,
(5) |G(z)−G0(z)| ≤ ε(z).
Proof. It suffices to consider the case that κ = 1. Begin by considering
the case that X lies in the vertical plane x = 1.
At each point (1, y, z) of X let f(y, z) be the continuous function such
that the line field ∂y + f(y, z)∂z is tangent to G0. Let g : X → R be a
smooth function arbitrarily close to f and such that g(y, z) ≥ f(y, z),
with equality if and only if (1, y, z) ∈ N . Let G be the foliation given
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by the integral curves of the flow tangent to ∂y + g(y, z)∂z. Denote
the foliation determined by g by G. Certainly, conclusions (1)–(4), are
satisfied by G.
Let ε0 be one half of the minimum value of ε on σ − int(N(∂hV )),
where N(∂hV ) is the portion of N corresponding to a regular neigh-
borhood of ∂hV .
Let gn : X → R be a sequence of smooth functions, each determining
a foliation satisfying (1)–(4) and with limit f . By the smoothness of
solutions to ODEs, there is a number m so that by setting g = gn
for any n > m, and letting G be the foliation determined by g, the
corresponding holonomy map G : σ → τ satisfies G(z) − G0(z) < 0.
Thus (5) holds for z /∈ σ− int(N(∂hV )). On int(N(∂hV )), g = f , and
hence G(z) = G0(z) for all z ∈ σ ∩ int(N(∂hV )). Thus (5) holds for all
z ∈ σ.
Finally, we consider the remaining possibilities for X. Certainly the
proof as given applies to any single face of Q. In the case of a union of
three faces of Q, isometrically flatten out the union so that it lies in a
single plane to see that the proof as given applies. 
Next we introduce some useful notation. Label the vertical faces of
Q by B,C,D,E, where pi(B) ⊂ pi(D) = Rγ(τ, A), and the sequence
B,C,D,E is a listing of the faces in counterclockwise order about ∂vQ.
These faces are illustrated in Figure 1.
Projecting these labels to V , we will abuse notation when convenient
by consideringB to be a subset ofD. Notice that each ofB∩Nh, C∩Nh,
and E ∩ Nh consists of two components, whereas D ∩ Nh consists of
four components.
Also, label the vertical edges of Q:
τBC = B ∩ C, τCD = C ∩D, τDE = D ∩ E, and τEB = E ∩B.
Again, projecting these labels to V , we will abuse notation when con-
venient by considering τEB to be a subset of τDE and τBC to be a subset
of τCD.
Now consider the (continuous) holonomy maps of F across the 2-
dimensional faces of ∂vQ:
τEB
FB−→ τBC FC−→ τCD FD−→ τDE FE−→ τEB.
Since F is smooth on Nh, the restrictions of FB, FC , FD, and FE to
τBC ∩Nh, τCD ∩Nh, τDE ∩Nh and τEB ∩Nh, respectively, are smooth
functions.
Recall that F = P along Rγ(τ, A). Therefore, using the identifica-
tions V ⊂ [−1, 1]×S1× [−1, 1] and Q ⊂ [−1, 1]× [0, 1]× [−1, 1] ⊂ R3,
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Figure 1. The vector field χ is shown as short dashes.
Two leaves of F are shown, one of which corresponds to
the annulus leaf A. A pair of circle leaves of S is shown
dominating χ.
B ∼= (A∩B)× τEB, with the leaves of F ∩B identified with the leaves
(A ∩ B) × {t}, and D ∼= (A ∩ D) × τCD with the leaves of F ∩ D
identified with the leaves (A ∩D)× {t}. In particular, τEB ∼= τBC and
τCD ∼= τDE, and under these smooth identifications, the maps FB and
FD are identity maps.
In the next corollary, we show that the C∞,0 restrictions of F to C
and E can be approximated by smooth foliations which dominate.
Corollary 7.4. There are smooth foliations χC on C and χE on E
satisfying:
(1) each of χC and χE is positively transverse to Φ,
(2) χC (respectively, χE) is arbitrarily C
0 close to F on C (respec-
tively, on E),
(3) χC = F and χE = F on N ,
(4) χC (respectively, χE) dominates F on C (respectively, E), with
the domination strict outside N ,
Proof. Let G0 denote the restriction of F to X, where X is either C or
E, and set κ = 1. Apply Proposition 7.3 with X = C to obtain χC ,
and with X = E to obtain χE. 
In the next proposition, we show that the C∞,0 restrictions of F to
B and D can be approximated by smooth foliations which dominate
along D and are dominated along B. Moreover, the union of these
foliations with the smooth foliations of the preceding corollary gives a
foliation realizing decreasing monodromy about ∂vQ.
Proposition 7.5. Let χC, χE be as guaranteed in Corollary 7.4, with
monodromy maps KC : τBC → τCD and KE : τDE → τEB respectively.
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There are smooth foliations χB and χD, defining holonomy maps KB :
τEB → τBC and KD : τCD → τDE respectively, satisfying
(1) when restricted to N , χB = F and χD = F ,
(2) F is dominated by χB along B, with the domination strict out-
side N ,
(3) F dominates χD, with the domination strict outside N ,
(4) χB and χD agree where identified by pi : Q→ V ,
(5) KD(t) = K
−1
B (t) for all t ∈ τEB ⊂ τDE,
(6) when restricted to N , KB = FB and KD = FD,
(7) KB(t) ≤ FB(t) for all t ∈ τEB,
(8) KD(t) ≥ FD(t) for all t ∈ τCD,
(9) KEKDKCKB(t) ≤ t for all t ∈ τEB,
(10) the foliation on ∂vQ defined by union
χ = χB ∪ χC ∪ χD ∪ χE
is smooth, and
(11) each of TKB and TKD is O() C0 close to TF .
where, for each inequality, equality holds if and only if t ∈ N .
Proof. Recall that the metric product neighborhood (P,P) has product
metric and horizontal product foliation P induced by the identification
P ∼= [−1, 1]×S1× [−1, 1]. Use this identification to view Vγ(τ, A) ⊂ P
as a subset Vγ(τ, A) ⊂ [−1, 1]×S1× [−1, 1] and therefore Q as a subset
of [−1, 1] × [0, 1] × [−1, 1]. This identification induces τCD ∼= τDE ∼=
[−a, d] and τEB ∼= τBC ∼= [−b, c] for some −1 ≤ −a < −b < 0 < c <
d ≤ 1. Choose e so that c < e < d and (c, e] is disjoint from N .
First define KB and KD satisfying (5)–(9). We do so as follows. As
a first step towards choosing KD, let KˆD : [−a, d] → [−a, d] be any
orientation preserving diffeomorphism that maps [−b, c] → [c, e] and
satisfies FD(t) ≤ KˆD(t) for all t ∈ τCD, with equality if and only if
t ∈ N .
Next choose KB satisfying (6), KB(t) ≤ (KEKˆDKC)−1(t), and (7).
Finally, choose KD satisfying (6) to agree with K
−1
B on [−b, c] and
so that FD(t) ≤ KD(t) ≤ KˆD(t) for all t ∈ [−a,−b] ∪ [c, d]. Thus,
KD(t) ≤ KˆD(t) for all t ∈ [−a, d], and KD satisfies (8). Since KB(t) <
(KEKˆDKC)
−1(t) ≤ (KEKDKC)−1(t), condition (9) is satisfied. Some
of these relationships are shown in Figure 2.
Next, use KB and KD to construct χB and χD respectively. By
construction, F = P in a neighborhood of Rγ(τ, A), and hence F
is equal to P in a neighborhood of B and D in Q. So F restricts to
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Figure 2.
foliations of B = [−1, 1]×{1}×[−a, d] and D = [−1, 1]×{−1}×[−a, d],
respectively, by horizontal straight line segments.
The foliation of B by line segments with endpoints (1, 1, z) and
(−1, 1, KB(z)) has leaves given by (1 − ρ)(1, 1, z) + ρ(−1, 1, KB(z))
with ρ ∈ [0, 1] and has the desired monodromy KB(z). To guaran-
tee (1) holds, replace ρ by ρ(t) where ρ : [−1, 1] → [0, 1] is a smooth
damping function chosen so that ρ−1(0)∪ρ−1(1) corresponds to N ∩B.
Let χB be this damped linear foliation. Similarly define χD to be the
damped linear function with holonomy KD(z) damped so that leaves
are horizontal exactly on N ∩D.
The foliations χB and χD are smooth since the corresponding holo-
nomy maps KB and KD are smooth. In addition, since the foliations
χB, χC , χD and χE are horizontal in a neighborhood of ∂vQ
(1), they glue
together to give a smooth foliation of ∂vQ. Moreover, since V is -flat,
the straight lines used to create χD have slope between ±, thus after
damping, TχD has slope bounded in absolute value by 2. Since F was
chosen to satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 6.2, in particular, F is
-horizontal, it follows that TχD and TχB are O() close to TF . 
Notice that χ is the characteristic foliation of a smooth 2-plane field
along ∂vQ defined as follows. At each point p of ∂vQ, let ξp denote the
2-plane perpendicular to ∂vQ which contains Tpχ. We will show that
this 2-plane field extends to a smooth confoliation on V which stays
close to F . The first step in constructing this extension is to build a
circle foliation dominated by χ which in turn bounds a disk foliation
of Q.
Corollary 7.6. Let KB, KC , KD, KE, and χ be as given in Proposi-
tion 7.5. There is a smooth foliation S of ∂vQ by circles (with corners
along ∂vQ
(1)) such that
(1) χ dominates TS, with the domination strict outside Nh,
(2) S = χ = F on Nh, and
(3) S is C0 O() close to each of F and χ.
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Proof. Begin by constructing S on X, where X is the union of the faces
C,D, and E of Q. Let G0 denote the restriction of χ to X, and let G0
denote the holonomy map G0 : τBC → τEB given by the composition
G0 = KEKDKC . For each z ∈ τBC = [−b, c], let ε(z) = K−1B z −G0(z).
Apply Proposition 7.3 to get a foliation G on X satisfying
(1) G is positively transverse to Φ,
(2) G is  C0 close to G0,
(3) G = G0 on N ,
(4) TG dominates TG0, with the domination strict outside N and,
(5) G(z)−G0(z) ≤ ε(z).
Since G0 is O() close to F by Corollary 7.4 and Proposition 7.5, and
G is  close to G0, G is O() close to F . Set S = G on X.
Next, construct S on the remaining vertical face, B. Take advantage
of the fact that, as described in the proof of Proposition 7.5, χ restricted
to B consists of damped straight line segments. Let S consist of a
smooth family of similarly damped line segments from G−1(z) ∈ τEB to
z ∈ τBC . Condition (5) guarantees that G(z) ≤ K−1B (z), with equality
only in the collar of {−b, c} in [−b, c] determined by N , and hence line
segments from G(z) to z are steeper than line segments K−1B (z) to z
for z outside this collar of {−b, c}. This property is preserved under
suitably chosen damping. Notice that S lies within  of χ in B.
The foliation S is a foliation by circles since it has trivial monodromy
about ∂vQ. By construction, S is dominated by χ, with the domination
strict exactly outside N . Moreover, S lies within  of χ, and hence O()
close to F . 
Next we consider a smooth cylinder Q′ which lies nicely in Q. We
do this as follows.
Recall that in our preferred coordinates (namely, the ones inherited
from P ), Q is an -flat, x-invariant subset of [−1, 1]3 which is diffeomor-
phic to a cube and satisfies [−1, 1]× [−1, 1]× {0} ⊂ Q. In particular,
F agrees with the horizontal foliation P at all points (x, y, z) of Q for
which y /∈ [−1/2, 1/2].
Let ∆ be the smooth disk embedded in the square [−1, 1]2 with
smooth boundary
∂∆ = B′ ∪ σ−1,1 ∪ C ′ ∪ σ−1,−1 ∪D′ ∪ σ1,−1 ∪ E ′ ∪ σ1,1,
whereB′ = [−3/4, 3/4]×{1}, C ′ = {−1}×[−3/4, 3/4], D′ = [−3/4, 3/4]×
{−1}, E ′ = {1}× [−3/4, 3/4], and σi,j is a curve that rounds the corner
near (i, j) and smoothly connects the closest pair of line segments just
defined. See Figure 3. Set Q′ = Q ∩ (∆ × [−1, 1]), a smooth closed
cylinder. Finally, we specify a particular Nv: set Nv = Q \Q′. By the
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Figure 3. ∆ ⊂ [−1, 1]2 and Q.
Figure 4. The glueing X = X1 ∪X2.
choice of ∆, Nv is an open regular neighborhood in Q of the vertical
edges of Q.
Next smoothly parametrize ∆ by polar-like coordinates (r, θ), r ∈
[0, 1], where θ is the usual polar coordinate, and r will be chosen to
facilitate the identification of points (x,−1) and (x, 1) in ∆. Let X ′1 =
[−7/8, 7/8]× [7/8, 1] and X ′2 = [−7/8, 7/8]× [−1,−7/8] be rectangular
subsets of ∆ as shown in Figure 5. Choose r so that
(1) when (x, y) ∈ X ′1, r = −y,
(2) when (x, y) ∈ X ′2, r = y,
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(3) when (x, y) ∈ {1} × [−3/4, 3/4], ∂/∂r = −∂/∂x,
(4) when (x, y) ∈ {−1} × [−3/4, 3/4], ∂/∂r = ∂/∂x, and
(5) the vector field ∂/∂r has a single, necessarily elliptic, singularity
at (0, 0).
Figure 5. Radial flow on ∆
Recall that χ is horizontal along ∂vQ∩Nv. Let χ′ denote the smooth
extension of the line field χ on ∂vQ
′∩∂vQ to ∂vQ′ obtained by defining
χ on ∂vQ
′ \ ∂vQ to be the tangent horizontal line field.
Let S ′ denote a smooth extension of the foliation S ∩ (∂vQ′ ∩ ∂vQ)
to a foliation by circles which satisfies
(1) χ′ dominates TS ′, with the domination strict outside Nh,
(2) S ′ = χ′ = F on Nh, and
(3) S ′ is C0 O() close to each of F and χ′.
The existence of such an S ′ is guaranteed by continuity.
Next we extend the circle foliation S ′ to a smooth disk foliation of
Q′.
Proposition 7.7. There is a smooth foliation D of Q′ by disks such
that
(1) TD contains ∂/∂r in a width 1/4 collar of ∂vQ′,
(2) D = F on Nh,
(3) D is everywhere transverse to Φ,
(4) D is O() C0 close to F , and
(5) S ′ = D ∩ ∂vQ′.
Proof. Let U denote the intersection of Q′ with the width 1/2 collar of
∂vQ in Q. In particular, U contains the width 1/4 collar of ∂vQ
′ in Q′.
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Let H be a C∞ foliation of Q′ which is  C0 close to F , is everywhere
transverse to Φ, is x-invariant, and satisfies H = F on Nh and H =
F = P on NR ∩Q′.
We will choose D to coincide with H outside U and to smoothly
interpolate between S ′ and H over U . We will take advantage of the
polar-like coordinates (r, θ) on ∆. Label the leaves of H by Ht, t ∈ τ ,
where Ht is the (disk) leaf intersecting τ at t, and let ht(r, θ), (r, θ) ∈ ∆,
be the smooth family of functions such that the graph of ht is the leaf
Ht.
Label the leaves of S ′ by S ′t, t ∈ τ , where S ′t is the circle leaf intersect-
ing τ at t. The leaf S ′t can be described as a graph z = st(θ), θ ∈ S1.
Since S ′ is smooth, st defines a smooth family of smooth graphs. Ex-
tend S ′ to a foliation S˜ ′ of U , by extending the functions st to functions
s˜t defined on U by s˜t(r, θ) = st(θ). Since ∂/∂r lies in the restriction of
TF to U , the leaves of S˜ ′ lie in Q′ and describe a smooth foliation of
U .
Let g denote a smooth bump function defined on ∆ which is 1 on
a width 1/4 collar of ∂vQ
′ and 0 outside U . Since g is smooth and U
is compact, g has bounded first partial derivatives, with the bounds
independent of . Finally, define
dt(r, θ) = g(r, θ)s˜t(r, θ) + (1− g(r, θ))ht(r, θ).
Let D be the smooth foliation with leaves given by the graphs of z =
dt(r, θ). Computing first partial derivatives, we obtain:
∂dt
∂r
=
∂g
∂r
· (s˜t − ht) + (1− g)∂ht
∂r
and
∂dt
∂θ
=
∂g
∂θ
· (s˜t − ht) + g · (∂s˜t
∂θ
− ∂ht
∂θ
) +
∂ht
∂θ
.
Since Q′ is -flat, |s˜t − ht| < . The partials of s˜t and h˜ are O()
small since S ′,H, and F are C0 O() close to horizontal. It follows
that D is O() close to horizontal, and hence O() close to F . Finally,
note that D = S˜ when g = 1. Hence, ∂D = S ′, and TD contains ∂/∂r
in a width 1/4 collar of ∂vQ
′. 
We will use the foliation D to extend the line field χ′ to a contact
structure across Q′ \ Nh, and thus to define a smooth confoliation on
Q which is contact on the complement of Nh ∪Nv. First, we establish
an elementary glueing lemma.
Lemma 7.8. Suppose X decomposes as a union of two cubes X1 and
X2, where for some u < v < w and nondegenerate closed intervals
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J1 ⊂ J2, X1 = [−1, 1]× [u, v]× J1 and X2 = [−1, 1]× [v, w]× J2. Let
α1 = dz − a(x, y, z)dx
be a smooth 1-form defining a positive confoliation ξ1 = kerα1 on X1,
and let
α2 = dz − b(x, y, z)dx
be a smooth 1-form defining a positive confoliation on X2. Let Ui,h
be a regular open neighborhood of ∂hXi in Xi, i = 1, 2, and let Uv be
a regular open neighborhood of the faces x = ±1 in X. Suppose that
U2,h ∩X1 ⊂ U1,h (this allows U2,h ∩X1 = ∅).
In addition, suppose that the functions a and b satisfy the following:
(1) a = b on X1 ∩X2,
(2) a(x, y, z) = 0 ⇐⇒ ay(x, y, z) = 0 ⇐⇒ (x, y, z) ∈ Uv ∪ U1,h,
and
(3) by(x, y, z) = 0 ⇐⇒ (x, y, z) ∈ Uv ∪ U2,h.
Then there is a smooth 1-form α = dz − c(x, y, z)dx defining a posi-
tive confoliation ξ = ker α on X, where c satisfies
(1) c = a on a neighborhood of the y = u face of X1,
(2) c = b on a neighborhood of the y = w face of X2, and
(3) c(x, y, z) = 0 ⇐⇒ cy(x, y, z) = 0 ⇐⇒ (x, y, z) is in the
closure of Uv ∪ U1,h ∪ U2,h.
Moreover, if each of a and b is C0 close to 0, then so is c.
In other words, the continuous 1-form α1 ∪ α2 on X can be C0 ap-
proximated by a smooth 1-form α which agrees with α1 ∪ α2 on a
neighborhood of ∂X, and describes a positive confoliation ξ = ker(α)
on X which is a contact structure exactly where ξ1 or ξ2 is a contact
structure.
Proof. For i = 1 or 2, ξi is a positive confoliation, that is, αi ∧ dαi ≥ 0.
Hence ay ≥ 0 and by ≥ 0. Also, by hypothesis, a = b on X1 ∩ X2.
Therefore, for each (x0, z0) ∈ [−1, 1] × J1, the one variable functions
a(x0, y, z0), y ∈ [u, v], and b(x0, y, z0), y ∈ [v, w], piece together to give
a continuous function defined on [v, w] which is smooth on the comple-
ment of {v}.
Notice that b(x, y, z) = 0 if and only if (x, y, z) ∈ U1,h ∩ X2 or
by(x, y, z) = 0. So b(x, y, z) = 0 if and only if (x, y, z) ∈ (U1,h ∩X2) ∪
Uv ∪ U2,h.
To facilitate blending a and b into a smooth function c, choose a
smooth function b˜ on X2 such that:
(1) b˜ = b in a neighborhood of the y = w face of X2,
(2) b˜y ≥ 0
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(3) b˜ ≥ b on X2
(4) b˜(x, v, z) > b(x, v, z) ⇐⇒ (x, v, z) /∈ Uv ∪ U2,h
(5) b˜ = 0 ⇐⇒ b˜y = 0 ⇐⇒ by = 0
At a point (x, v, z) ∈ X1∩X2 it might be that ay(x, v, z) > by(x, v, z) >
0, but in this case, the choice of b˜ forces a(x, v, z) < b˜(x, v, z). Thus it
is possible to define a smooth a˜ on X1 ∪ X2 which satisfies all of the
following, and in particular (3):
(1) a˜ = a on X1,
(2) a˜y ≥ 0,
(3) a˜ ≤ b˜, and
(4) a˜(x, y, z) = 0 ⇐⇒ a˜y(x, y, z) = 0 ⇐⇒ (x, y, z) is an element
of the closure of Uv ∪ U1,h ∪ U2,h.
To produce such an a˜, pick a non-negative smooth extension e(x, y, z)
of ay(x, y, z) to X1∪X2 which is 0 exactly on Uv ∪ U1,h ∪ U2,h. With (3)
in mind, such an extension can be modified by multiplying by a smooth
non-negative map which takes the value 1 on X1 and approaches 0
quickly on X2 so that
a˜(x, y, z) =
∫ y
u
e(x, s, z)ds+ a(x, u, z)
satisfies (1)–(4).
Now choose σ : [u,w] → [0, 1] such that σ([u, v]) = 0, σ([v+w
2
, w]) =
1, and σ maps (v, v+w
2
) diffeomorphically to (0, 1). Set
c(x, y, z) = (1− σ(y))a˜(x, y, z) + σ(y)b˜(x, y, z).
so that Properties (1) and (2) of c are immediate. Since
cy = σy(b˜− a˜) + (1− σ)a˜y + σb˜y ≥ 0,
is the sum of three non-negative terms, ξ is a positive confoliation.
Moreover, if cy = 0 either ay = 0 and (x, y, z) ∈ Uv ∪ U1,h, or by = 0
and (x, y, z) ∈ Uv ∪ U2,h. Hence, if cy(x, y, z) = 0, necessarily (x, y, z) ∈
Uv ∪ U1,h ∪ U2,h. But this means also that a˜ = b˜ = 0, and so c = 0.
Conversely, suppose (x, y, z) ∈ Uv ∪ U1,h ∪ U2,h. It suffices to con-
sider the case that (x, y, z) ∈ Uv ∪ U1,h ∪ U2,h, and hence at least one
of the following is true:
(1) (x, y, z) ∈ Uv means a˜ = 0 and b˜ = b = 0,
(2) (x, y, z) ∈ U1,h means σ = 0 and a˜ = 0, and
(3) (x, y, z) ∈ U2,h means b˜ = b = 0 and a˜ = 0.
In each of these three cases, c = 0 on an open set about (x, y, z) and
therefore cy(x, y, z) = 0. Hence, property (3) of c is satisfied. 
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Corollary 7.9. There exists a smooth confoliation ξ on Q that is O()
C0 close to TF , has characteristic foliation χ on ∂vQ, and satisfies
ξ = TF on Nh ∪Nv. Moreover, ξ can be chosen so that pi(ξ) is a
smooth confoliation on V , where pi is the quotient map pi : Q→ V .
Proof. At all points of N = Nh ∪Nv, let ξ be the tangent plane to F .
Thus along N ∩ ∂vQ, ξ contains χ, and along N ∩ ∂vQ′, ξ contains χ′.
The foliation by disks, D, given by Proposition 7.7 will be used to
to extend ξ to all of Q′.
Let ι denote the smooth inward pointing vector field on Q′ given by
lifting the vector field −∂/∂r to the leaves of D, where the lift is the
pullback under the projection (r, θ, z) → (r, θ). In particular, in the
width 1/4 collar about ∂vQ
′, ι = −∂/∂r.
Notice that χ′ and ι span a plane at every point of ∂vQ′. Denote this
plane by ξ.
At this point we have the start of a smooth confoliation ξ on ∂vQ
′∪N ,
and Q′ is foliated by disks of D which are in turn either everywhere
tangent to ξ or foliated by a vector field ι which serves as a candidate for
a Legendrian vector field. This is directly analogous to a cylindrical
neighborhood of the z-axis in the standard radial model of a tight
contact structure.
To extend ξ across Q′ it is enough to map Q′ to a standard model,
use the technique of Lemma 5.14 of [26], and pull back the resulting
contact structure to a contact structure ξ on Q′. Roughly speaking,
Q′ is mapped to a solid cylinder in R3 centered along the z-axis in
such a way that D and ι are mapped to horizontal planes and radial
lines, respectively. The standard radially symmetric contact structure
is then pulled back to Q′.
Some extra care is needed so that the confoliation ξ on Q is O() close
to TF . By construction, it is O() close along ∂vQ and in coordinates
the planes of ξ monotonically approach horizontal planes in R3 as you
move radially towards the z-axis along Legendrian curves. The issue is
that the pullback confoliation planes may not monotonically approach
TD.
Since Q′ is compact, the metric distortion when compared to the
standard model is bounded, and so it suffices to show that we can
reduce to the case that the line field χ′ is arbitrarily close to TS ′. We
do this by taking advantage of the width 1/2 collar, U , of ∂vQ in Q
to define a contact structure with planes that rotate from slope χ′ to
slope close to TS ′ as follows.
Since the restriction of ∂/∂r to U lies in both TF and TD, the
restrictions to U of the flow lines for ∂/∂r lie in both D and F .
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Recall that ∂∆ corresponds to r = 1, and let s(θ, z) denote the slope
of TS ′ at (1, θ, z). Note that s(θ, z) is also the slope of TD ∩ ∂vU
at (r0, θ, z), where r0 is determined by the condition that (r0, θ, z) ∈
(∂vU \ ∂vQ). Let c(θ, z) denote the slope of χ′ at (1, θ, z). Since χ′
strictly dominates S ′ exactly on the complement of Nh,
s(θ, z)− c(θ, z) ≥ 0,
with equality if and only if (1, θ, z) ∈ Nh.
Fix δ ∈ (0, 1/2), and let f : U → [δ, 1] be a smooth function which
satisfies
(1) f(r, θ, z) = 1 for all (r, θ, z) ∈ N ∪ ∂vQ′,
(2) f(r, θ, z) = δ for all (r, θ, z) ∈ (∂vU \ (∂vQ ∪Nh)), and
(3) fr(r, θ, z) ≥ 0 for all (r, θ, z) ∈ U , with equality if and only if
(r, θ, z) ∈ N .
For (r, θ, z) ∈ U , define
α = dz − [(1− f(r, θ, z))s(θ, z) + f(r, θ, z)c(θ, z)]dθ.
Setting g(r, θ, z) = (1− f(r, θ, z))s(θ, z) + f(r, θ, z)c(θ, z), we have
α = dz − g(r, θ, z)dθ.
Notice that along ∂vQ
′, ker(α) = ξ. In addition,
dα = −grdrdθ − gzdzdθ,
and hence
α ∧ dα = −grdrdθdz = −(fr(r, θ, z)(c(θ, z)− s(θ, z)))drdθdz
is a smooth positive confoliation defined on U . This confoliation agrees
with TF on U ∩ N and is a contact structure on U \ N . Moreover,
by choosing δ as small as is necessary, we may guarantee that at each
point (r, θ, z) ∈ (∂vU \ ∂vQ) the line field given by ξ restricted to ∂vU
dominates and is as close to the line field given by TD restricted to
∂vU as is required. Hence there is a smooth confoliation ξ on Q that is
O() C0 close to TF , has characteristic foliation χ on ∂vQ, and satisfies
ξ = TF on Nh ∪Nv.
To ensure that the contact structure on Q glues smoothly to V , some
further care is needed. Extending the two plane field from the vertical
boundary of a cylinder across a radially foliated disk involves a choice
of rate of rotation of contact planes to horizontal. The rates should be
chosen to respect the glueing of B to D. Since ξ = TF along Nv, it
suffices to show that the rates can be chosen to respect the glueing of
B′ to D′. To see that this is possible, proceed as follows.
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Recall the rectangles X ′1, X
′
2 ⊂ ∆, and for i = 1, 2, let Xi denote the
points (r, θ, z) ∈ Q with (r, θ) ∈ X ′i. Let ξi denote the restriction of ξ
to Xi. In terms of (x, y, z) coordinates and given the form of ξ in U , we
can write ξ1 = ker(dz − a(x, y, z)dx) and ξ2 = ker(dz − b(x, y, z)), for
smooth functions a(x, y, z) defined on X1 = [−7/8, 7/8] × [7/8, 1] × σ
and b(x, y, z) defined on X2 = [−7/8, 7/8]× [−1,−7/8]× τ .
Without changing notation, regard X1 and X2 as subsets of V using
the quotient map pi : Q→ V given by identifying y = ±1. Since ξ1 = ξ2
along X1 ∩X2, a(x, y, z) = b(x, y, z) along X1 ∩X2 in V .
Recall also that χ is dominated by F along D and dominates F
along B. Hence, a(x, y, z) = b(x, y, z) ≥ 0 along X1∩X2, with equality
if and only if (x, y, z) ∈ Nh ∪Nv. Lemma 7.8 therefore applies and
produces a smooth contact structure on X which agrees with ξ1∪ ξ2 in
a neighborhood of ∂X. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Let  > 0. By symmetry, it suffices to establish
the existence of ξ+.
Let F0 be a C∞,0 foliation of M , and let F be an  C0 close C∞,0
foliation constructed using Theorem 6.2. Let V (τ, A) be one of the
holonomy neighborhoods constructed for F .
Corollary 7.4 and Proposition 7.5 guarantee the existence of a smooth
foliation χ on ∂vQ which is dominated by and O() C
0 close to F .
Corollaries 7.6–7.9 show that χ is the characteristic foliation of a smooth
confoliation on Q that glues to a smooth confoliation on V . This con-
foliation restricts to a contact structure outside N . Each of ξ±V is O()
C0 close to F on V , and hence O() C0 close to TF0 on V . 
8. Foliations with only trivial holonomy
In this section we investigate taut, transversely oriented C0 foliations
with only trivial holonomy. First we recall some classical results, with
a focus on smoothness assumptions. New results then appear as The-
orem 8.9, Theorem 8.11 and Corollary 8.15, with Corollary 8.15 giving
the conclusion needed for the main result in this paper.
We begin by recalling a theorem found in [24].
Theorem 8.1 (Theorem 4.1 of [24]). Let F be a taut, transversely
oriented C0 foliation in M with only trivial holonomy, and let Φ be a
C0 flow transverse to F . Let M˜ denote the universal cover of M , and
let F˜ and Φ˜ be the lifts of F and Φ to M˜ . Then M˜ is homeomorphic
to R2×R, where each R2×{z}, z ∈ R, is a leaf of F˜ and each {x}×R,
x ∈ R2, is an orbit of Φ˜.
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This theorem is given in [24] for foliations that are C∞. However, this
smoothness hypothesis in unnecessary. For completeness, we include
Imanishi’s proof here, reframed using the language of leaf spaces and
with careful attention paid to smoothness assumptions.
Begin by recalling a lemma found in [24].
Lemma 8.2. [24] Let F be a transversely oriented C0 foliation with
only trivial holonomy, and let Φ be a C0 flow transverse to F . Suppose
H : [0, 1]× [0, 1)→M is a continuous map such that H([0, 1]×{t}) is
a curve in a leaf of F for all s, and H({s}× [0, 1) is an immersed curve
in a flow line of Φ for all t. If H extends continuously to {0} × [0, 1],
then H extends continuously to [0, 1]× [0, 1]→M .
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 of [24]. See also
Lemma 9.2.4 of [4]. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let M˜ be the universal cover of M and let F˜
and Φ˜ be the lifts of F and Φ to M˜ . Let T be the leaf space of F ,
and let ρ : M˜ → T denote the associated quotient map. Note that it
is sufficient to prove that ρ(C˜) = T for any orbit C˜ of Φ˜.
So suppose that ρ(C˜) 6= T for some orbit C˜ of Φ˜. Since C˜ is ev-
erywhere transverse to Φ˜, ρ(C˜) is an embedded copy of R in T . Note
that although C˜ is properly embedded in M˜ , ρ(C˜) may or may not be
properly embedded in T . In either case, there is a leaf L˜ of F˜ such
that ρ(L˜) lies in the closure of ρ(C˜) but not in ρ(C˜). Let C˜ ′ be an
orbit of Φ˜ passing through L˜. There is an interval [x, y] in T such
Figure 6. A continuous H which does not continuously extend.
that [x, y] ∩ ρ(C˜ ′) = [x, y] and [x, y] ∩ ρ(C˜) = [x, y). As illustrated in
Figure 6, this is impossible by Lemma 8.2. 
Corollary 8.3. Let F be a taut, transversely oriented C0 foliation with
only trivial holonomy, and let Φ be a C0 flow transverse to F . Let Λ be
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a minimal set of F . Then any region complementary to Λ is a product
L× [0, 1], with each {x}× [0, 1] a segment of the flow Φ. Moreover, the
restriction of F to this complementary region is, up to a Φ preserving
isotopy, the product foliation L× [0, 1].
Proof. Let X denote the metric closure of some complementary region
of Λ. By Theorem 8.1, any lift of X to M˜ has the form L˜ × [0, 1],
where L˜ is the lift of a boundary leaf L of X, and each {x˜}× [0, 1] is a
segment of the flow Φ˜. It follows that X is an I-bundle, with each I-
fiber a segment of a flow line of Φ. Now apply Lemma 4.7 to conclude
that the restriction of F to X is, up to a Φ preserving isotopy, the
product foliation L× [0, 1]. 
Corollary 8.4. Let F be a taut, transversely oriented C1,0 foliation
with only trivial holonomy. Then exactly one of the following is true:
(1) F is a fibering of M over S1,
(2) F is minimal, or,
(3) F is a single Denjoy blow up of a minimal foliation; equiva-
lently, F contains a unique minimal set, and this minimal set
is exceptional with complement a product.
Proof. Let Φ be a C0 flow transverse to F . If F is not minimal, then
it contains a minimal set, Λ say. Let X denote the metric closure of
any component of the complement of Λ. It follows from Corollary 8.3
that X is an I-bundle L× [0, 1], and the restriction of F to X is, up to
Φ-preserving isotopy, the product foliation L× [0, 1]. If Λ is a compact
leaf, conclude that F is a fibering of M . Otherwise, Λ is exceptional,
and F is a single Denjoy blow up (along at most countably many leaves)
of a minimal foliation; in other words, F contains a unique minimal set,
and this minimal set is exceptional with complement a product. 
Theorem 8.5 (Theorem 1.3, [24]). Let F be a taut, transversely ori-
ented C0 foliation with only trivial holonomy. Suppose F does not
contain an exceptional minimal set. Then there is a topological flow
ψ : M × R→M such that
(1) ψ preserves F ; i.e., ψ(−, t) sends each leaf of F into a leaf of
F .
(2) ψ is topologically transverse to F ; ie, ψ(x,R) is topologically
transverse to F .
Recall that a transverse measure on a codimension one foliation G is
an invariant measure on each arc transverse to G that is equivalent to
Lebesgue measure on an interval of R. Invariant, in this context, means
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that the measure of a transverse arc is unchanged under isotopies of
the arc that keep each point on the same leaf of G.
Lemma 8.6. Let ψ : M × R → M be the topological flow of Theo-
rem 8.5. If ψ(x1, [s1, t1]) and ψ(x2, [s2, t2]) are isotopic through an iso-
topy that keeps each point on the same leaf of F , then t1− s1 = t2− s2.
Proof. The isotopy can be lifted to the universal cover of M , so without
changing notation we take M = M˜ . The advantage of working in M˜ is
that leaves of the foliation are in bijective correspondence with ψ(x2, t)
for t ∈ R.
Let τi = ψ(xi, [si, ti]). The given isotopy sweeps out a family of
curves αt each contained in a leaf of F that starts at a point of τ1 and
ends at a point of τ2, with t ∈ [s1, t1] so that αt(0) = ψ(x1, t). Another
family of arcs βt each contained in a leaf of F can be generated by
using the flow. Define βt(s) = ψ(αs1(s), t− s1).
It follows that βt(0) = ψ(ψ(x1, s1), t − s1) = ψ(x1, t) = αt(0) for
t ∈ [s1, t1], while βt(1) = ψ(ψ(x2, s2), t− s1) = ψ(x2, s2 + t− s1).
The arcs αt and βt have the same initial point, are both contained in
the same leaf, and terminate in the flow segment ψ(x2, [s2+t1−s1, t2]).
It follows that they terminate in the same leaf, that is, s2 + t1 − s1 =
t2. 
Corollary 8.7 (Corollary 4.1, [24]). Let F be a taut, transversely ori-
ented C1,0 foliation with only trivial holonomy. Suppose F does not
contain an exceptional minimal set. Then F admits a transverse mea-
sure.
Proof. Let τ be a transversal to F . First we show that if the terminal
point of τ is ψ(x, t), then there is an [s, t] ⊂ R such that τ is isotopic to
ψ(x, [s, t]) through an isotopy that keeps each point on the same leaf
of F .
To see this, fix the initial point x0 of τ , and use the flow to homotop τ
to an arc σ starting at x0 and contained in a leaf of F . This homotopy
can be thought of as the image of a triangle T , with edges τ, σ, and
a flow arc ψ(x, [s, t]) for some value of s swept out by ψ(x, t). The
desired isotopy of τ is given by following horizontal arcs of T ∩ F .
Define the length of τ to be |t− s|. Lemma 8.6 guarantees that this
defines a positive transverse measure on F . 
Branched surfaces were first introduced by Williams in [52]. We refer
the reader to [9], [38] and [39] for the definitions of branched surface B
and associated I-bundle neighborhood N(B). We recall that a surface
S, not necessarily compact, is carried by a branched surface B if S is
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injectively immersed in N(B) so that it is everywhere transverse to the
I-fibers. A minimal set of a foliation is carried by B if each of its leaves
is carried by B.
It is standard to say that a foliation F is carried by B if a Denjoy
blow, F ′, of F along a single leaf L results in a lamination Λ = F ′ \
j(L × (0, 1) such that all leaves of Λ are carried by B. (Note that if
B carries a foliation in this sense, then the regions complementary to
N(B) are necessarily products.) In this paper, however, we instead
introduce and use the following definition.
Definition 8.8. A foliation F is carried by a branched surface B if
(1) the restriction of F to N(B) is a foliation transverse to the
I-fibers and tangent to ∂hN(B), and
(2) the restriction of F to M \ int N(B) is a product foliation that
is transverse to the I-fibers of N(B) along ∂vN(B) and tangent
to ∂hN(B).
We refer the reader to [20] and [30] for a description of the splitting
open of a branched surface and the corresponding “splitting open” of
the I-bundle neighborhood N(B).
Theorem 8.9. Let F be a taut, transversely oriented C0 foliation of
M with only trivial holonomy. Then M fibers over S1 and either
(1) F is measured, or else
(2) F is a single Denjoy blow up of a minimal measured C0 folia-
tion.
Proof. The proof proceeds by analyzing the three cases arising in the
conclusion of Corollary 8.4.
Case (1): If F is a fibering, of course M is fibered. It follows imme-
diately that F satisfies conclusion (1).
Case (2): Since F does not contain an exceptional minimal set,
Corollary 8.7 can be applied. From this it follows that F is trans-
versely measured. It remains to show that M fibers over S1. Since F
has a transverse measure, it is fully carried by a measured branched
surface B, and since F is a foliation, the complementary regions of B
are products.
Case (3): Then F is a single Denjoy blow up of a minimal foliation
E . Denote the minimal set of F by Λ and denote the smooth transverse
flow used in the blow up by Φ. By Corollary 8.7, E is measured, thus
(2) is satisfied. It remains to show that M fibers over S1.
This measure on E determines a transverse measure on Λ in the sense
that any segment of a flow line of Φ can be given the measure it has
when viewed as a transversal to E . Since Λ has a transverse measure,
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it is fully carried by a measured branched surface B, and since the
complementary regions of Λ are I-bundles, the complementary regions
of B are products. So Proposition 4.11 of [38] applies.
Hence, in each of the cases (2) and (3), F is fully carried by a trans-
versely measured branched surface for which every complementary re-
gion is a product. The space of positive measures on B is an open
cone in a vector space since it is the solution space of a system of
homogenous linear equations. Since there is a nontrivial real solution
and the coefficients of these equations are integers, there is a nontriv-
ial, positive, rational solution arbitrarily close to the real solution. Any
positive rational solution corresponds to an integral measure on B and
hence describes a surface S (not necessarily connected) which is fully
carried by B.
Since any complementary region to B, and hence to S, is necessarily
a product, it follows that M cut open along S is an I-bundle. Letting
S0 be a (possibly, the) component of S, it follows that M is a fiber
bundle over S1 with fiber S0. 
Next we apply a theorem from [27].
Theorem 8.10. [27] Suppose F is a transversely orientable C1,0 mea-
sured foliation in M . Then there is an isotopy of M taking F to a
C∞ measured foliation which is C0 close to F . If Φ is a smooth flow
transverse to F , the isotopy may be taken to map each flow line of Φ
to itself.
Theorem 8.11. Fix  > 0. Let F be a taut, transversely oriented C1,0
foliation of M with only trivial holonomy. Then M fibers over S1, and
F is O() C0 close to a smooth fibering of M .
Proof. By Theorem 8.9, M fibers over S1, and F is a fibering, or a
minimal measured foliation, or a Denjoy blow up of a minimal measured
foliation. If F is a fibering, there is nothing to prove. And if F is
measured and not a fibering, perform a single Denjoy blow up.
Thus, F is a single Denjoy blow up of a minimal measured C1,0
foliation E . By Theorem 8.10, it suffices to show that F is O() C0
close to a C1,0 fibering of M . Denote the exceptional minimal set of
F by Λ, and denote the smooth transverse flow used in the blow up
by Φ. Let B be a smoothly embedded, transversely oriented branched
surface which is transverse to Φ and which fully carries F . In particular,
Λ lies in a regular I-fibered neighborhood N of B, transverse to the
I-fibers, with the I-fibers segments of the flow Φ. In addition, the
regions complementary to int(N) are sutured manifold products, and F
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restricts to a product foliation on these complementary regions. Since
Λ has a transverse measure, so does B.
Now fix  > 0. Use Λ to split B open as much as is necessary to a
smoothly embedded, measured branched surface Bsplit so that the result
of splitting open N is a regular I-fibered neighborhood Nsplit that has
an -flat (F ,Φ) flow box decomposition such that each flow box has
horizontal boundary contained in ∂hN(Bsplit). We say G0 is a foliation
of Nsplit if in addition to the usual local product leaf structure, it is
tangent to ∂hNsplit, transverse to ∂vNsplit, and everywhere transverse
to Φ. By -flatness, any foliation G0 of Nsplit can be isotoped relative
to ∂Nsplit to be  C
0 close to the restriction F0 of F to Nsplit.
Pick a rational measure µ fully carried by Bsplit, and let G0 be a
C1,0 fibering of M determined up to isotopy by (B, µ). Choose G0 to
be everywhere transverse to Φ and so that its restriction to Nsplit is a
foliation of Nsplit.
Consider a component Σ of the metric closure of the complement of
Nsplit. Both F and G0 restrict to product foliations on Σ, and hence to
foliations by circles on each component Ai of ∂vNsplit. Again appealing
to the -flatness of N(Bsplit), there is an O() C
0 small isotopy of M in
a neighborhood of ∪iAi taking F to F0 so that if F and G are leaves
of the restrictions of F0 and G0 respectively to Σ, then either F = G
in a neighborhood of ∂F = ∂G or ∂F ∩ ∂G = ∅. Now let G be the
foliation obtained by letting G coincide with G0 on Nsplit and coincide
with F0 on each component Σ. By construction, G is a C1,0 fibering of
M . Moreover, G is O() close to F since G0 is O() close to F on Nsplit
and coincides with F0 on each Σ. 
Recall the statement of Tischler’s Theorem.
Theorem 8.12. [50] A transversely oriented, C∞ measured foliation
F of M can be C∞ approximated by a smooth fibering G of M over S1.
As a corollary to Theorem 8.11, we thus have Tischler’s Theorem for
3-manifolds M .
Finally, we highlight the special case that all leaves in some minimal
set of F are planes.
Theorem 8.13. [16] If λ is an essential lamination of the closed 3-
manifold M by planes, then M is the 3-torus.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 8.13 and its proof in [16], we
conclude the following.
Corollary 8.14. Let F be a Reebless C0 foliation of a closed 3-manifold
M . Suppose F contains a minimal set all of whose leaves are planes.
Then all leaves of F are planes and M = T 3.
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Proof. Gabai’s theorem in [16] is stated for essential laminations. We
translate as follows. Let Λ be a minimal set of F all of whose leaves are
planes. Since F is Reebless, Λ is essential. In fact, if B is any essential
branched surface which fully carries Λ, then any component of ∂hN(B)
is necessarily a disk, and, since M is irreducible, the complementary
regions of B are necessarily homeomorphic to product regions D2 × I.
Since leaves of F are pi1-injective, all leaves of F must be planes. As
described in [16], it follows that M = T 3. 
The C0 foliation theory that is used for the main result in this paper
is the following corollary.
Corollary 8.15. Let F be a taut, transversely oriented C1,0 foliation
of a closed 3-manifold M . Suppose F contains a minimal set all of
whose leaves are planes. Then M = T 3 and F is C0 close to a smooth
fibering of M .
Proof. By Theorem 8.14, all leaves of F are planes and M = T 3. Neces-
sarily, therefore, F has only trivial holonomy, and so by Theorem 8.11,
F is C0 close to a smooth fibering of M . 
9. Propagation
In this section, we describe how to extend the smooth confoliation
on V to a smooth contact structure on M which is O() close to F ,
and hence prove our main result, Theorem 1.2.
Begin by recalling the propagation technique introduced in [26]. The
starting point is a decomposition of a manifold into two codimension-0
pieces. Roughly speaking, one piece, V , has a contact structure, while
the other piece, W , has a foliation. As long as the contact structure
dominates the foliation along ∂vV = ∂vW and every point of W can
be connected to V by a path in a leaf, the contact structure can be
propagated throughout W .
For completeness we include the formal definitions of these concepts
and the main theorem of [26] stated in the C0 setting.
Definition 9.1 (Definition 6.4 of [26]). Let M be a closed oriented
3-manifold with smooth flow Φ. Suppose that M can be expressed as
a union
M = V ∪W,
where V and W are smooth 3-manifolds, possibly with corners, such
that ∂V = ∂W . We say that this decomposition is compatible with
the flow Φ if ∂V (and hence ∂W ) decomposes as a union of compact
subsurfaces ∂vV ∪ ∂hV , where ∂vV is a union of flow segments of Φ
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and, ∂hV is transverse to Φ. Let U be a preferred regular neighbor-
hood of the union of the horizontal 2-cells and the vertical 1-cells of
∂V . Suppose this decomposition is compatible with Φ, V admits a
smooth confoliation ξV , and W admits a C
1,0 foliation FW . Suppose
that U is smoothly foliated with a foliation FU which smoothly agrees
with FW where they meet. We say that (V, ξV ) is Φ-compatible with
(W,FW ), and that M admits a positive (ξV ,FW ,Φ) decomposition, if
the following are satisfied:
(1) ξV and FW are (positively) transverse to Φ on their domains of
definition,
(2) each of FW and ξV is tangent to ∂hV ,
(3) ξV = TFU on U ∩ V ,
(4) ξV is a contact structure on V \U , and
(5) χξV < χTFW on (∂vV )\U , when viewed from outside W .
A foliation FW is V -transitive if every point in W can be connected by
a path in a leaf of F to a point of V .
Let Vγi(τi) be the spanning collection of attracting neighborhoods
constructed in Theorem 6.2. Then M can be decomposed by setting
V = Vγ1(τ1)∪ ...∪ Vγn(τn) and letting W be the closure of the comple-
ment of V . Since V is the union of a spanning collection of neighbor-
hoods, F ′W , the restriction of F ′ to W , is V -transitive.
The confoliation ξV constructed in Corollary 7.9 satisfies Conditions
(1)–(5) , and we can therefore apply Theorem 6.10 of [26].
Theorem 9.2 (Theorem 6.10 of [26]). If M admits a positive (ξV ,FW ,Φ)
decomposition such that FW is V -transitive and ξV is  C0 close to
FW∩∂vW , then M admits a smooth positive contact structure ξ+ which
agrees with ξV on V and is  C
0 close to FW on W . The analogous re-
sult holds if M admits a negative (ξV ′ ,FW ′ ,Φ) decomposition, yielding
a smooth negative contact structure ξ−. If M admits both a positive
(ξV ,FW ,Φ) decomposition and a negative (ξV ′ ,FW ′ ,Φ) decomposition,
then these contact structures (M, ξ+) and (−M, ξ−) are weakly sym-
plectically fillable and universally tight.
Our main theorem can now be proved.
Theorem 1.2. Any taut transversely oriented C1,0 foliation on a closed
oriented 3-manifold M 6= S1 × S2 can be C0 approximated by both a
positive ξ+ and a negative ξ− smooth contact structure. These contact
structures (M, ξ+) and (−M, ξ−) are weakly symplectically fillable and
universally tight.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given the earlier results in this paper on ap-
proximating taut foliations by smoother taut foliations, the methods
developed for introducing holonomy in minimal sets, and the construc-
tion of approximating contact structures in attracting holonomy neigh-
borhoods, Theorem 1.2 follows directly from Theorem 9.2. Since this
is a long line of implications and constructions, we assemble and sum-
marize the steps now.
The first step is to show that it suffices to restrict attention to the
case that F is a taut, transversely oriented C∞,0 foliation which is not
a fibering and whose every minimal set contains a leaf which is not
homeomorphic to R2.
Consider first the case that F is a taut, transversely oriented C1,0
foliation on M . By Theorem 2.10, F can be C0 approximated by a taut,
transversely oriented C∞,0 foliation. Next if F contains a minimal set
all of whose leaves are planes, then by Corollary 8.15, it can be C0
approximated by a smooth fibering. Finally, if F is a C∞,0 fibering,
then by Theorem 5.2, it can be C0 approximated by a taut, transversely
oriented C∞,0 foliation which is obtained by Denjoy blow up.
If F is minimal, set Λ1 = F . Otherwise, let Λ1, ...,Λr denote the
exceptional minimal sets of F , and let [L1], ..., [Ls] denote the iso-
topy classes of compact leaves of F . Apply Corollary 4.12 to ob-
tain a spanning collection of pairwise disjoint holonomy neighborhoods
V ′γ1(τ1, A1), ..., V
′
γr+s
(τr+s, Ar+s). Let V
′ denote their union.
For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let R′i = Rγi(σi, Ai), and set R′ = ∪iRi.
For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, fix a smooth open neighborhood NR′i of R′i in
V ′i . Choose each NR′i small enough so that its closure, NR′i , is a closed
regular neighborhood of R′i. Let NR′ denote the union of the NR′i .
By Lemma 3.11, F can be C0 approximated by a taut, transversely
oriented C∞,0 foliation which is strongly (V ′, P ) compatible for some
choice of product neighborhood (P,P) of (V ′;NR′). Hence, it suffices
to restrict attention to the case that F is a taut, transversely oriented,
strongly (V ′, P ) compatible, C∞,0 foliation which is not a fibering and
whose every minimal set contains a leaf which is not homeomorphic to
R2. We now do so. In particular, F = P on NR′ and F is x-invariant
in the (x, y, z) coordinates given by P .
Put the product metric on each component Pi = [−1, 1]×S1×[−1, 1]
of P , as described in Definition 3.12, and let g0 denote the resulting
metric on P . Fix a Riemannian metric g = g(P ) on M which restricts
to g0 on P . Fix  > 0.
Now apply Theorem 6.2 to obtain a taut, transversely oriented C∞,0
foliation G that is  C0 close to F , V ′-compatible with F , and strongly
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(V ′, P ) compatible, and a finite set of pairwise disjoint attracting neigh-
borhoods
Vγ1(τ1, A1), ..., Vγm(τm, Am),
m ≥ n, for G such that the Vγi are -flat, -horizontal, and if V denotes
their union, G is V -transitive.
By Theorem 7.2, there are a regular neighborhood Nv ⊂ V of the
vertical edges of ∂Q in V and smooth approximating confoliations ξ±V
defined on V where the main properties are
(1) ξ±V = TG on Nh ∪Nv and is contact at all other points of V ,
(2) ξ+V dominates G along ∂vV , with the domination strict outside
Nh ∪Nv, and
(3) ξ−V is dominated by G along ∂vV , with the domination strict
outside Nh ∪Nv.
Let W denote the closure of the complement of V and let GW denote
the restriction of G to W . Applying Theorem 9.2 to the (ξ+V ,GW ,Φ)
decomposition of M yields a positive contact structure ξ+ on M which
is O() close to G. By symmetry, there is a negative contact structure
ξ− on M which is O() close to G. These contact structures are weakly
symplectically fillable and universally tight. Since G is  close to F ,
each of ξ± is O() close to F . 
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